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ABSTRACT / SOMMARIO
THE  SALE  PROCESS  IN  A  GREAT  COMPANY  OF   SERVICES:  THE 
ACCENTURE HR SERVICES CASE. ACTIVITIES, ACTORS, TOOLS.
The  thesis  describes  the  work  carried  out  at  Accenture  HR  Services,  a 
company specialized in services to support management and development 
of staff. After the first and propaedeutic period of comprehension about new 
strategies  and of  finding  of  all  documentation about  new Sale Process,  I 
passed to the drawing up phase of procedure relevant to this process. The 
proposed solution is been to choose a structure and a terminology such to 
make the procedure complete,  easy and clear understanding for all  firm, 
applicable  to  whatever   business  opportunity   and  containing  necessary 
information only.
Abstract / Sommario
IL PROCESSO DI VENDITA IN UNA GRANDE AZIENDA DI SERVIZI: 
IL  CASO  ACCENTURE  HR  SERVICES.  ATTIVITA’,  ATTORI, 
STRUMENTI
L’  elaborato descrive il  lavoro svolto presso Accenture HR Services, 
società  specializzata  nei  servizi  a  sostegno  dell’amministrazione  e 
sviluppo del personale. Trascorso un primo, propedeutico momento di 
comprensione  delle  nuove  strategie  e  di  reperimento  di  tutta  la 
documentazione sul nuovo Processo di Vendita, si è passati alla fase di 
stesura  della  procedura  relativa  a  questo  processo.  La  soluzione 
proposta è stata quella di scegliere una struttura ed un linguaggio tali 
da rendere la procedura completa, di facile e chiara comprensione per 
tutta l’ organizzazione, applicabile a qualsiasi opportunità di business e 
contenente solo le informazioni necessarie. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, the guideline at the market of the enterprises 
has  endured  a  remarkable  evolution.  The  crescent  intensity  of  the 
competition,  the  development  of  the  technology  and  the  evolution  of 
behaviours  of  the  demand,  have  determined  the  adoption  from  the 
enterprises of new strategies under the profile of the managerial approach. 
More specifically, the solicitations, coming from the market, are taken back to 
emerging of new aspects: 
 the adoption from the enterprises of a strong relational guideline, 
that  it  sees  the  customer  as  prince  factor.  Such  guideline 
considers  priority,  in  order  to  the  attainment  of  a  competitive 
advantage, the objective to maintain and to develop relations of 
long period with the customers;
 the attention tightening to the quality, without to neglect the cost 
factor;
 the importance of the time factor in order to the competitiveness  
of the offer of the company - making to be born the so-called 
economy of the speed, of the learning, of the variety, modifying 
consequently the duration and the stages of the product cycle of 
life.
In the light of this continuous evolution of  the market, Accenture HR 
Services (AHRS) has decided to pursue new strategies and objects in order 
to continue to being more and more competitive.
Accenture HR Services is a society been born in the June of 2003 when 
it has entered to make part of the Accenture Group. Before this date its name 
was TE.SS. (“ Tele Pay Roll Services”), company that has had origin in 2000 
from a rib of Telecom Italy. Today  it is the Italian company of solution unit 
Accenture HR Services of the Accenture Group and is specialized in the 
services in support of the administration, management and development of 
the  staff. 
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Inside  of  the  company  that  situated  in  8  Italian  cities  (Bologna, 
Florence,  Milan,  Naples,  Palermo,  Rome,  Turin,  Venice)  400  between 
women and men work approximately.  
As a result  of  the continuous change of  the markets,  Accenture HR 
Services has felt the need to adopt a new Sale Process, planned in order to 
help the team that takes care of sales to align itself to the AHRS to world-
wide level new strategies of development, so as to increase the probabilities 
of successful and to rationalize the Business Development costs. Moreover 
the application of the methodologies of the new process will allow a careful 
and  constant  acquaintance  of  the  pipeline (document  in  which  the 
opportunities of business are written and in which phase of the process they 
are found in that moment) and will give the possibility to develop: 
 a short and long term forecast  
 a management of the decisions relative to the pipeline 
 a punctual acquaintance of the situation of every deal
The old procedure of “ Commercialization “, used from Accenture HR 
Services, before my arrival in company, could not more being aid to the staff 
because the new strategies, the new tools used for appraisal deal and the 
new directives introduced from the Group leader completely had shaked the 
old Sale Process. 
The scope of my stage has been, therefore, the drawing up of a new 
procedure in which introducing and describing all phases that constitute the 
Sale  Process,  so  as  to  supply  to  the  staff  of  the  Business  Development 
function,  a  guide  for  the  development  of  the  necessary  activities  to  the 
commercialization of the services offered from Accenture HR Services.
The objective that I set on following, carrying out this work, has been to 
supply a document that had the following qualities:
 lean ( to contain the necessary information only )
 thoroughness ( high level of detail )
 clarity  ( comprehensible for all the staff )
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 standard ( applicable for all the types of business opportunity 
The proposed solution has succeeded to satisfy all these characteristic 
thanks to the appropriate choice of the structure to give to the document and 
thanks  to  a  terminology  and  a  comprehensible  language  to  all  the 
organization. 
Naturally also by the work carried out before the phase of drawing up, I 
could write a procedure of this type: the participation to call telephone with 
the greater representatives of Accenture HR Services World Wide and daily 
navigation on the Accenture portal have allowed me to acquire a deep and 
complete acquaintance of the new strategies and the new Sale Process.
 For the strategic informations, it has to be specified that all the rights 
regarding  the  Sale  Process,  in  thesis  described,  are  reserved  to  the 
Accenture Group.
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2. ACCENTURE HR SERVICES: MAIN ASPECTS  
    CONCERNING THE CREATION OF THE 
    COMPANY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter,  it comes described the more important moments about 
the birth of TE.SS. (“ Tele Pay Roll Services ”), that had origin from a rib of 
Telecom Italy in year 2000, until the encounter with the Accenture partner 
and the creation of the new society Accenture HR Services.
In particular it will come analyze the start of the activity of the society, 
the getting ready of the strategic and market lines and, the encounter with 
the new partner and the change of the perspectives of the enterprise after its 
acquisition by Accenture Group.
2.2   THE BIRTH OF TE.SS.
 
In the second half of the Ninety years  many great Italian enterprises, 
and  the  Telecom  group  between  these,  were  found  to  an  important 
entrepreneurial challenge, tied above all to maturing of strong changes of the 
economic and political  atmosphere in  which they operated.  In  fact  in this 
period  is  assisted  to  the  phenomenon  tied  to  the  intensification  of  the 
competition, to the full perform of the globalization process , to the strong 
push to the technological and organizational innovation. 
         The Telecom group in particular, also in relation to important specific 
changes to  the  enterprise and its  business of  reference,  let  alone to  the 
processes of privatization, had to be confronted with the problems deriving 
                                                                                                                                                         10
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from a changing order owner, from the crescent competition induced from the 
liberalization  of  the  market  of  the  telephony,  from  the  important  own 
technological developments of the field. In order to answer to the changes of 
the  atmosphere,  the  company  determined  to  push  towards  the 
esternalizzazione of many business services: the chosen road was that one 
to  initially  maintain  them  inside  of  the  group,  creating  however  of  the 
independent societies.    The objective of the management was that one to 
render  the  enterprise  more  flexible,  to  reduce  the  service  costs  and  to 
improve  the  quality  at  the  same time,  so  as  to   catch  up  a  relationship 
performance costs/ performance online with the values of the market. 
Thus it was that it was believed to then analyze the feasibility of the 
outsourcing of some activities under the direct responsibility of the direction 
of the staff. . 
The first concrete idea of outsourcing of the services of the staff is of 
1998, while in the course of the 1999 a debate of the society is carried out 
inside and a  work  group set  offs  on  the topic;  in  April  of  2000 one first 
favourable  decision  comes  taken  from  part  of  the  board  of  directors  of 
Telecom Italy,  while the deepening of the plan team continues. The work 
group, constituted initially from forces all inner ones, must analytically study 
the  feasibility  of  the  constitution  of  a  society  that,  beginning  from  2000, 
initially manages the process of  personnel administration of  Telecom Italy 
S.p.A.,  in  order  to  open  themselves,  beginning  from  2001,  to  the  other 
enterprises of the group, completing the acquisition of the other societies in 
2002 and in order to face at last,  from 2003 in then the external market. The 
group has between its specific tasks, from a part that one to deepen the data 
relative  to  the  market  and  to  the  competition,  studying  the  strategy  of 
insertion  of  the  new  entity  in  such  context,  from  the  other  that  one  to 
characterize current and future perimeter of cost of the process of personnel 
administration  and  assessment  of  the  company  branch  to  transfer  in 
outsourcing. 
The operating experience of the society in the course of the first years  
it will demonstrate that the costs ( maybe for the precaution exercised in the 
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forecasts  begins  them  of  the  work  group,  or  managerial  ability  to  the 
management) will be reduced remarkably regarding prefixed objects. 
A fundamental factor that allows the birth of TE.SS. (“Tele Pay  Roll 
Services “) in quick times it is the support from part of all peak of the group 
Telecom Italy that are dragged on between 1998 and 2001. The requirement 
to render more lean and efficient the organizational structure deputy to carry 
out  the  AP  activities  in  fact  is  perceived  like  fundamental  to  contribute 
catching  up  one  greater  efficiency  of  the  Group  in  its  complex.  The 
leadership  of  Mario  Rosso  places  particular  attention  to  the  plan  and  to 
outside opening of  the business of  the new enterprise; in fact it  is in this 
phase that takes to shape the idea to concur participation with 20% of an 
external industrial partner which was able to bring important competences 
and main resources for the increase of the company. 
Inside of the plan team, primary activities is the development of deepened 
knowledge of the market dynamics of the AP services.  
Thus, in October of 2000,  it comes constituted the new society entire 
possessed from Telecom Italy and it comes conferred to the new entity the 
branch of company relative to the process of personnel administration.  In 
particular,  as  well  as  the  staff  and  the  relative  infrastructures,  computer 
science platform PAS and some systems connect to them  come conferred 
from Telecom Italy. The operating start of TE.SS., like outsourcer of services 
for the societies of the Telecom group and of those third, recorded from 1° 
the November .
The staff of TE.SS. at the moment of the start of the activities it comes 
entire from the group Telecom Italy. 
2.3  PERSPECTIVES AND STRATEGIES OF TE.SS.
The creation of one new enterprise whose objective is that one to supply a 
specific service (HR Services in area AP) implies the second thoughts of the 
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strategy of product as far as is the contents of the service that the modalities 
of realization and distribution.  
        From the beginning of the activities the objective of TE.SS. it is that to 
plan packages of standardized services by which to guarantee a punctual 
and  coherent  in  its  members  supply  with  the  guarantee  of  a  remarkable 
saving of costs for the customer.  
The company means to introduce itself  at the market like distributing 
partner of services AP that however are strongly integrated with the computer 
science technologies, which concurs remarkable effectiveness  and rapidity 
in the interaction with the customer, the distribution of the service and the 
monitoring of results.
In the course of the time, however, TE.SS.  starts a process of renewal 
and valorization of the own competences consequently to offer them in the 
within  of  the services to  greater  added value respect  to  others of  mostly 
administrative nature to the inside of area AP.  
A critical aspect of the activation of the relation between TE.SS. and the 
new customer regards the interaction, on the plan of the services and their 
monitoring,  of  the  contents  of  the  relationship  and  their  extension  or 
deepening.  These activities cannot be implemented in effective way if inside 
of customer company  has not been maintained a garrison on the plan  of the 
technical  and  organizational  knowledge  ,  which  is  able  to  comprise  the 
implications of the management of the outsourced process and to agree with  
TE.SS.  the  necessary  measures  to  develop  and  to  consolidate  the 
relationship of outsourcing in the time. 
On the plan of the competences new skills come inserted in companies 
that are revealed fundamental to support the company in an optical of greater 
efficiency.  
One of  the main challenges in the period of  start  of  the activities in 
TE.SS. it  is  that to integrate staff  coming from the societies of  the group 
Telecom  Italy  inside  of  the  company.  In  this  phase  the  formation  of 
distinctive  business  culture   is  promoted  with  greater  emphasis,  with  the 
development of team spirit.  In order to facilitate the spread of an adapted 
organizational climate for the phase of change and increase of the company 
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the attention is focused on some opinion leader in a position to influencing 
the rest of the staff. 
The start of the second phase of the process of organizational increase 
can be made to coincide with the moment in which the company assumes a 
series of behaviours in order to face those that come defined in business 
documents in TE.SS like discontinuity elements . In the first TE.SS.  is found 
to  have  to  manage  a  portfolio  customers  in  increase.  Moreover  to  the 
customers  mainly  services  articulate  come  offered  and  the  company  is 
disposed to manage a increasing contract variety .  
According to the analyses carried out for the preparation of the plans of 
development of the society, the market of the outsourcing  in the area of the 
human resources it can be meaningfully segmented for dimensional classes. 
The  main   objective  of  reference  for   TE.SS.  is  constituted  from  the 
organization with more than 1000 assigned.  In this within, in relation to the 
priorities  of  income  of  the  external  market,  for  the  field  of  the  services 
industry represent a primary service of  the enterprise the companies with 
2000 - 5000 and 5000 - 10000 assigned.
The  market  of  the  payroll  of  base  appears  that  one  pulling  ahead 
regarding the other services and that one on which the society stretches to 
head in its strategy of attack; in this market the variable price is fundamental, 
thus as the possessed specific competences are a lot important. However 
this is also the base from which leaving to offer services to greater added 
value.  Such  opportunities  seem  in  particular  present  in  the  field  of  the 
service enterprises, culturally oriented to supply to own employee a range 
wider of performances. 
The market of the services of the staff demands a proattivo approach of 
sale, that it pushes the customer to estimate the own potential savings, to 
made to be involved himself in the definition of the customized of the product, 
and also in the study of eventual systems of pricing tied to obtained results. 
Moreover it comes reaffirmed the necessity to develop also instruments of 
business intelligence, that they allow to supply to the customer recapitulated, 
timely  data  and  functional  to  the  strategic  management  of  the  human 
resources. Moreover in the strategic plan one political for the eventual 
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absorption comes fixed from part of  TE..SS. of the human resources of the 
customer; it will come activated at call of the same customer, according to 
productivity indicators correlated  to the amplitude of the sold services, as a 
result  of  accurate analyses relative to the staff  indicated from the society 
customer,  watching  also  to  a  compatible  geographic  positioning  with  the 
structure TE.SS. 
In conclusion in a promising area of business which that one of the 
outsourcing of the services of the staff, it seems that the society is available 
to face of the wide segments of market and diversified, with possible benefits 
as  regards  of  considerable  market  shares,  but  perhaps  making  oneself 
loaded with an important managerial complexity at the same time. Thus this 
strategy would have to involve important challenges to level of the corporate 
structure ,  whether on the market forehead that on that productive one, of 
the technological supports, economic results.
          2.4 ARRIVAL OF A NEW PARTNER 
After  the start  of  the  presidency of  Marco Tronchetti  Provera of  the 
group  Telecom Italy,  in  TE.SS.  the  decision  to  be  involved  a  society  of 
external consulting  for the review of the organizational structure mature, so 
the company is able  to support the comparison with the challenges placed 
from  the  crescent  complexity  of  the  reference  market.  Among  the 
organizational solutions suggested and adopted from the apex  of  TE.SS. 
assumes a sure importance the development of the trades structure for the 
penetration  of  the  external  market.  Other  fundamental  organizational 
innovation proposal in the reorganization plan is the creation and activation 
of the Contact Centre.  In the 2002 apex of  TE.SS decides to promote a flat 
organizational  structure,  in  such  way  to  have  a  reduced  number  of 
hierarchical levels  and greater interaction and flexibility among the several 
operating units.  In the second place it comes valued the interfunctionality is 
the exchange of information and knowledge among various functions and 
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their  involvement  in  cooperative  sense  inside  of  the  main  business 
processes. 
In TE.SS the attainment of these objects is promoted from a process of 
increase of the competences and the culture of enterprise based on three 
fundamental elements.  In the first instance sight to favour the development 
of  the  individual  competences  and  the  involvement  of  the  staff  in  the 
business activities to all the levels.  In the second place, the sharing of the 
culture of the monitoring of results is promoted of according  to a perspective 
of development of the system of management of the quality of the company 
and of continuous improvement of the processes.  As the development of the 
competences that the monitoring of the realized activities are facilitate from 
the  standardization  of  the  knowledge  through  organized  procedures  and 
computer science technologies in a position to promoting the circulation and 
the access to  information and knowledge of  organizational  and technical- 
specialist type. 
In March 2003 TE.SS comes acquired from Accenture HR Services  
and it  becomes the branch (office) Italian of  the society of  the Accenture 
Group.  Accenture HR Services completes the acquisition operation after to 
have estimated and confronted several enterprises operating like provider of 
services in area AP.  The main motivations of the choice of TE.SS. are the 
access  to  organizational  structure  equipped  of  manager  and  professional 
competences and the possibility to become an important actor in the Italian 
market,  thanks  also  to  the  existing  relationship  between  TE.SS.  and  the 
societies of the group Telecom Italy. 
 The phase of transition comes managed from Accenture and TE.SS. 
with the objective to favour organizational integration between the two truths.  
The requirement of a greater alignment regards in particular four areas:
 human resources
 finance
 services generate them
 organization of the product
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The  passage  of  the  package  of  control  from  the  Telecom  Italy  to 
Accenture leads to a period of recognition of all the aspects of the business 
management;  such  hard  analysis  endured  from  the  end  of  February  to 
August of 2003.  Meantime, to the end of February, comes named  a general 
executive manager of Accenture origin and some manager of the same origin 
come inserted in company with him.  A work group constituted purposely, 
guided from the same general executive manager, will  analyze with much 
detail the strategies until then pursued on the forehead of the market and of 
the customers,  obtained results  in  economic-  financial  terms,  the existing 
organizational  structure,  the  relative  activity  to  the  area  of  information 
technology. 
        Meantime on the book keeping plan, it was decided to carry the closing 
of the exercise to 31 August of every year, therefore aligned it to the usual 
expirations of the American group leader.  The budget that is concluded to 31 
August  2003  regards  a  period  of  eight  months  and  at  the  same  time  it 
completes  the  cycle  of  the  previous  management,  separating  therefore 
clearly to the two moments owners. The economic result introduces a net 
loss after  the taxes.  This  result  negative appears had to  the lack of  the 
revenues relative to the thirteenth monthly salary moreover, but also from 
some extraordinary events, which the substitution of the informative system 
that has carried the extra costs, let alone to the relative costs to introduction 
of new resources finalized to the increment of the quality of the service. 
In  managing the  phase of  transition  the Delegated Administration  is 
supported from a composed team from Accenture staff with competences in 
topic of organizational change in IT, finance and organization areas.  This 
phase has one short duration (March - July 2003), thanks also to the level of 
rationalization and reorganization that in that moment TE.SS.  has caught up 
with the political adopted in the previous years1.  
1For a clearer and more complete explanation of TE.SS. creation process you can read Piera 
Campanella and Andrea Clavarino, L’ Impresa dell’ Outsourcing, Il Sole 24 Ore, Milan, 2004
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2.5  THE STORY OF ACCENTURE 
Accenture originated as the consulting division of Arthur Andersen. Its origin 
goes  back  to  1953,  when  GE  asked  Arthur  Andersen  to  undertake  a 
feasibility  study  about  payroll  processing  and  manufacturing  automation 
using computers (GE had bought the first U.S. business computer for the 
Appliance  Park  manufacturing  park,  in  Louisville).  Joseph  Glickauf  was 
Arthur  Andersen's  project  leader  for  the  GE  engagement  and  was 
responsible for the payroll processing automation, launching the era of data 
processing.  Considered  to  be  the  father  of  computer  consulting,  Glickauf 
headed the Arthur Andersen administrative services division for 12 years. In 
1989, that division split  from Arthur Andersen and began using the name 
Andersen  Consulting.  Both  Arthur  Andersen  and  Andersen  Consulting 
consisted  of  groups of  locally  owned independent  partnerships  and other 
entities around the world, each in a contractual agreement with  Andersen 
Worldwide Société Coopérative (AWSC), a Swiss administrative entity. 
Through the  1990s there was increasing tension between Andersen 
Consulting and Arthur Andersen. Andersen Consulting was upset that it was 
paying Arthur Andersen up to 15% of its profits each year (a condition of the 
1989 split was that the more profitable unit - AA or AC - paid the other this 
sum), while at the same time Arthur Andersen was competing with Andersen 
Consulting through its  newly  established own business consulting  service 
line. This dispute came to a head in 1998 when Andersen Consulting claimed 
breach of contract against AWSC and Arthur Andersen. Andersen Consulting 
put the 15% transfer payment for that year and future years into escrow and 
issued  a  claim  for  breach  of  contract.  In  August  2000,  as  a  result  of  a 
conclusion of the International Chamber of Commerce, Andersen Consulting 
broke all  contractual ties with AWSC and Arthur Andersen. As part of the 
arbitration settlement, Andersen Consulting paid over the sum held in escrow 
(then $1.2 billion) to Arthur Andersen. Andersen Consulting was required to 
change its name. Future scandals at Arthur Andersen showed this to be a 
prescient move. 
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On  January 1,  2001, Andersen Consulting adopted its current name, 
Accenture.  The  word  "Accenture"  is  derived  from  Accent  on  the  future. 
Although a marketing consultancy was tasked with finding a new name for 
the company, the name "Accenture" was chosen by an employee from the 
Oslo office, as a result of an internal competition. Accenture says that the 
name should  represent  its  will  to  be  a  global  consulting  leader  and high 
performer.  It  also  intends  that  the  name  should  not  be  offensive  in  any 
country in which Accenture operates. On  July 19,  2001, Accenture offered 
initial public offering (IPO) at the price of $15.10 per share in New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE);  Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley served as its lead 
underwriters. Accenture stock closed the day at $17.15, with the day's low 
at$17.00 and the day's high at $17.25. In the first week of IPO, Accenture 
raised 1.7 billion dollars, 70% more than its original estimate. 
In October  2002, the Congressional  General Accounting Office (GAO) 
identified Accenture as one of four publicly-traded federal contractors that 
were incorporated in a tax haven country. The other three, unlike Accenture, 
were incorporated in the United States before they re-incorporated in a tax 
haven country, thereby lowering their U.S. taxes. Still,  critics have panned 
Accenture's  incorporation  in  Bermuda,  generally  because  they  viewed 
Accenture as having been a U.S.-based company trying to avoid U.S. taxes. 
The GAO itself did not characterize Accenture as having been a U.S.-based 
company; it  stated that "prior to incorporating in Bermuda, Accenture was 
operating  as  a  series  of  related  partnerships  and  corporations  under  the 
control  of  its  partners  through  the  mechanism of  contracts  with  a  Swiss 
coordinating entity." 
Today it contends the supremacy of the greatest company consulting 
over the world to IBM Consulting. Accenture is today, to world-wide level, a 
society  with  revenues  equal  to  approximately  12  billions  of  dollars,  a 
capitalization of  Stock  Exchange that  -  according  to  the days -  oscillates 
between  the  20  and  the  30  billions  of  dollars  (is  between  the  first  250 
societies in the world for capitalization value).
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Accenture is a total  consulting  company, technological services and 
outsourcing  been  in  48  countries  with  beyond  126.000  professionals,  of 
which 6.300 in Italy engaged “to realize the innovation”.
2.6 CHANGES THE STRATEGY Of THE COMPANY
On the plan of the organizational philosophy the join between Accenture 
HR Services and TE.SS.  means integration of different approaches above 
all.  Accenture  HR Services,  than however  is  a  recent  truth  inside  of  the 
Accenture group, is carrier of a professional  conception based on the job in 
team, on the organization for plans, the emphasis on results. This address 
becomes part to the inside of  TE.SS., whose prevailing guideline, had also 
to the inheritance of the culture of enterprise of Telecom Italy, but is that one 
of hierarchical philosophy of the organization with a remarkable attention to 
the  management  of  the  process,  joined  to  flat  articulation  of  the 
organizational  structure.  Integration  of  the  two  approaches  conduces  to 
gone up in value of the hierarchical formulation of derivation TE.SS in the 
management of the process joined to the insertion of plans ad hoc having the 
scope to develop organizational innovations later which are able to enrich the 
organizational structure in its complex.  
The integration of the organizational culture of Accenture HR Services 
and   TE.SS.  comes  favoured  also  by  the  insertion  of  manager  and 
technicians Accenture. Great part of the staff  TE.SS.  comes confirmed from 
part of the new property, to the light of results obtained in the initial period of 
start up of TE.SS. and of the performances caught up in the first months of 
activity after the acquisition done from  Accenture. 
On the plan of the competences of organizational type the staff  TE.SS. 
comes stimulated from Accenture in upgrading some areas thought strategic 
for the competitiveness of the company. 
In  the  first  instance Accenture  places emphasis  on the necessity  to 
take root inside of the company a greater guideline to  the market; this last 
must be realized with a increasing sensibility to the requirements of the 
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customer  and  in  an  organizational  ability  to  manage  relations  with  the 
customer,  exceeding  therefore  a  strong guideline  to  the  process deriving 
from  the  functional  origin  of  great  part  of  the  TE.SS.  staff.  Also  having 
created an unit of excellence for the management of the relationships with 
the customer like the Contact Centre, according to Accenture in TE.SS on 
the whole a guideline to the customer taken root  in all the processes and the 
operating units  the company lacks.  The guideline  at  the market  must  be 
communicated the existing and potential customers  moreover. In this optical 
it comes decided to upgrade the structure trades by the insertion of external 
communication and public relation manager, that is a fundamental figure to 
create and to  diffuse not  only  the  visibility  of  the enterprise  but  also  the 
importance of the methodologies and the techniques of outsourcing for the 
competitiveness of the enterprises. 
In the second place in TE.SS the within of the methodologies of process 
control must be upgraded, in such way from being able in quick times and 
effective modalities to succeed to represent inside of the company and near 
the customers the performances of activity and processes. 
The last area on which Accenture tips for the organizational increase of 
TE.SS is full integration of the Information Technology function with the rest 
of the company, the introduction of a management for processes in this area 
and  a  greater  interfunctionality  interaction.  Therefore  IT  becomes  a 
distinguished function  exiting  from the  production  structure  .  In  this  way 
function IT assumes a role and a greater visibility inside of the company in 
the light of the importance of its contribution for the operating activities and 
the management of the relations with the customers.  To confirmation of the 
role  acquired  from  function  IT  comes  entrusted  the  management  of  the 
strategic procurement that in the first instance regards the computer science 
technologies used for the distribution of the service. 
One of the priorities fixed from Accenture as a result of the acquisition 
of TE.SS. it regards the introduction of measures to stimulate the guideline at 
the  market  from  part  of  all  the  members  of  the  company.  The  main 
innovation about the organizational plan is the creation of an unit of Service 
Management inside of the renewed function trades.  The scope is that one of 
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having a structure of support to the activity of Key Account in the within of the 
new appraisal demanded from part of new or consolidated customers and 
the  management  of  the  informed  flows  of  TE.SS.  and  the  companies 
customers.  In fact one of the main tasks of this unit is that one to represent a 
point of synthesis of all the activity of reporting to level of production, than in 
this way it comes managed in centralized way.  That implies a radical change 
regarding the diffused approach with which operating units of the company 
customer  and  TE.SS.  have  interacted  in  past.  Therefore  the  activity  of 
reporting is organized being in a position to communicating the performances 
of  the  units  of  service  in  the  times  and  the  modalities  agreed  with  the 
customer.  The insertion of this activity involves also a cultural change in the 
within  of  the  production  in  which there is  a  tendency to  make without  to 
communicate that it is made.  
Apart from greater attention towards the market, the enterprise decides 
the putting in work of an important action of control of the costs, and this in 
particular  in  three  areas:  that  one of  the  staff,  that  one  of  the  computer 
science activities and that one, at last, of a better coordination of the activities 
with the parent company. 
It is also believed to a modification of the production processes and, 
among  other  things,  to  a  renewal  of  the  technological  system  on  SAP 
platform. 
From the point of view of the apex structures, it seems to assist, with 
the new property, to an at least relative decisional centralization, in particular 
with many more powers than first  now it  reserves to the assembly of  the 
shareholders.
2.7WHAT IS ACCENTURE HR SERVICES TODAY
Accenture HR Services S.p.A. it  is the Italian society of solution unit 
Accenture HR Services of the Accenture Group, that it  offers  services of 
Administration Management and Development of the Staff; in particular 
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Accenture  HR  Services  is  specialized  in  the  services  to  support  of  the 
administration, management and development of the staff. 
Inside of Accenture HR 400women and men work  , present on 8 Italian 
cities (Bologna,  Florence,  Milan,  Naples,  Palermo,  Rome, Turin,  Venice).  
Thanks  to  the  experience  and  the  competence  of  the  staff,  joined  to  a 
technology  of  vanguard  and  the  quality  of  the  processes,  Accenture  HR 
Services S.p.A. , it is the company leader of the field in Italy. 
Accenture  HR  Services  S.p.A.  it  trains  and  it  supplies  services  to 
120.000  dependent  of  beyond  80  companies  Italian  and  international 
Customers  with  concrete  advantages  in  terms  of  saving  in  the  operating 
costs of the processes of Administration, Management and Development of 
the Human Resources. 
Accenture  HR  Services  offers  integrated  and  customized  solutions 
guaranteeing a range width of services to competitive costs. The experts who 
work  in  Accenture  HR Services  place  side  by  side  the  Customer  in  the 
search  of  the  more  congenital  solution,  creating  a  relationship  based  on 
reliability, professionality and competence. The offer covers the entire cycle 
of  the  human resources,  through an immense range of  services HR and 
solutions of Outsourcing that concur increments of  the levels of efficiency 
with sensitive cost reductions of management, guaranteeing elevated quality 
through specific models of service. 
•          Administrative management of the Italian and foreign Staff 
•          Fiscal attendance
•          Consulting
•          Support to the selection and assumption of the staff 
•          Book keeping management of the job 
•          Solutions integrated for the management of the Human 
            Resources
•          Support to the operations of Merger & Aquisition (cessions
           of  branch, acquisitions, etc.)
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Accenture  HR  Services  offers,  moreover,  services  of  administrative 
management of the staff for whichever type and form of working contract, 
from  the  elaboration  of  the  satisfied  sheet  to  more  extensive  profiles  of 
service, until the complete Outsourcing of the operated processes. 
Accenture HR Services directly or through the involvement of the other 
societies  of  the  Accenture  Group is  in  a  position  to  supplying  consulting 
totally  integrated  services  about  all  thematic  the  Human  Resources: 
organization of the processes, specialist technologies and competences. 
Accenture HR Services offers also to the own customers services of 
search and selection of the staff, for all the contractual types, in modular and 
efficient shape in relation to the specific express requirements.
•          Analysis and planning of the requirements 
•          Administration Curriculum Vitae
•          Selection (realization of the interviews, psychological and 
            linguistic test, etc.)
•          Support to the phase of assumption and insertion in 
            company 
•          Reporting
Accenture  HR Services  is  taken advantage  of  modern  technological 
solutions whether for the management of the database of the candidates or 
of the processes of selection and insertion in company. 
Thanks to Web-based technologies, Accenture HR Services offers to 
the own customers flexible solutions dedicated to the area Human Resources 
guaranteeing the management of: 
•          Identifying-retributive positions 
•          Professional profiles 
•          Data of presence/absence (also in service modality self) 
•          Medical visits of control and suitability 
•          Corse of training
•          Appraisals of the performances 
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•          Budget of the cost of the job
Daily a team of specialists answers to the demands from the employees 
of firms, managers and directory of Human Resources of client company . 
Accenture  HR Services  puts  to  disposition  of  the  own customers  a 
specific  one know-how for  plans of  business change,  in particular for  the 
extraordinary operations of Merger & Acquisition. Accenture HR Services is 
in a  position to  supplying full  support  in  the several  steps of  the change 
process  managing  effectively  whether  the  administrative  and  contractual 
aspects (analyses of the asset regard to the human resources, contractual 
harmonization, implementations regard to the new legal entity, set-up of the 
information systems, etc), or those ones relative to the communication, the 
trade-union relations and cultural integration. 
Accenture HR Services carries out the own activities applying a Model 
that  allows  the  permanent  supply  of  an  excellence  service,  through  a 
constant garrison of the relation with the customer, the punctual survey of the 
requirements and the elaboration of  monthly report about  the carried out 
activities and the caught up performances. 
The Model of Service is structured for: 
•          To define and to share the services offers 
•          To define and to share the perimeters of activity 
•          To define the levels of qualities of waited service  
            (SLA/OLA) 
•          To render visible to the customer obtained results 
•          To address the critical event
•          To agree and to plan the eventual actions of improvement 
•          To support a meaningful and continuous improvement of all  
            HR processes 
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3. SITUATION OF THE BUSINESS
    DEVELOPMENT FUNCTION BEFORE THE 
    DRAFT OF THE NEW PROCEDURE
    CONCERNING THE SALE PROCESS
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 Before  the  draft  of  the  new  procedure  relative  to  the  sale 
process, the staff of the Business Development function used an other 
procedure like guide to the development of the necessary activities to 
the  commercialization  of  the  services  offered  from  Accenture  HR 
Services:  the  procedure  of  “commercialization”.   The  Business 
Development is a function that garrisons the trade development of the 
company, both on the market of the medium and great enterprises, than 
through the development of the specific plans. This procedure had been 
distributed to all   Accenture HR Services staff.
 Most  of  the  activities  described  in  the  commercialization 
procedure and of the tool put in enclosed to the same procedure, come 
used also in the new process of  sale;  the main difference,  as it  will 
come explained in wide and detailed way in the next chapter, is that the 
new procedure  is constituted from a greater number  of activities and 
tools  and the responsibilities come defined with greater precision. 
The Group leader of  Accenture HR Services, online with the 
new strategies,  has taken the decision to introduce new tool  for  the 
qualification of the customers being made to know them all the “people 
“Accenture  inserting  them  in  the  portal.  For  this  reason  the 
requirement to write a new procedure is born.
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 3.2 PROCEDURE OF COMMERCIALIZATION
The procedure of  commercialization has the scope to describe, 
step after step, the necessary activities to the commercialization of  the 
services  offered  from Accenture  HR Services  and responsibilities  of 
each activity.
This procedure is structured so as to render the approach to the 
market the most quick and clear possible online with “policies” of the 
Accenture Group.  In  fact  in  the procedure diagrams of  flow can be 
found that outline the commercialization process and tables again in 
which  in  concise  and  immediate  way  the  various  activities,  the 
responsibilities, the purposes, the input, the output and the instruments 
for each of them come described. 
Like all the procedures, also this is been born like aid to the staff, 
that is taken care of the sale process, so that it can answer in effective 
and efficient way to the customer. 
This document has been written up from the staff of the Business 
Development function and approved by Person in charge of the same 
function. The procedure has endured in the time various modifications 
and reviews (all  indicated in the same procedure), and the last used 
version dates back to on the 26 of June 2006. 
 This procedure can easy be consulted from all the personal inside 
to Accenture HR Services because it is saved on the “home. tessweb. 
it” site. To being able to approach the site a username and a password 
that only the personal inside has in equipment serves;  naturally these 
data change from person to person because they are closely personal 
considering the level of confidentiality of the information contained in 
the site.
The procedure describes in detailed way the activities that go from 
the first contact with potential new customer until the phase relative at 
the beginnig of the activities of the service.  
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In this document first of all the scope and the applicability of the 
same one comes explained and then it is passed to the description in 
detail of all phases that constitute the process of commercialization. 
The scope of  the first  step is that  one to increase the portfolio 
customers  naturally  in  order  to  guarantee  a  long-lasting  competitive 
advantage for the company. The acquisition of customers can happen 
through a market analysis or participating to meeting, events that allow 
to know new potential customers; other methods for being able to widen 
the number of the customers are the participation to contests organized 
from the same customers or through personal contacts of the Accenture 
HR  Services  dependent.  The  customers  who  were  taken  in 
consideration  from Accenture  HR Services  belonged  to  the  medium 
segment/great  enterprises,  that  is  companies  with  more  than  300 
dependent.  Naturally  once had the  first  contact  with  customer,  it  is 
fixed an appointment in order to begin to discuss about the detailed 
metrics  relative to the service that Accenture HR Services will have to 
supply to customer.  
To this point, it begins the second phase of the commercialization 
process, in which Accenture HR Services interviews the customer so to 
understand, to define and  to emphasize the within of the service that 
potential  customer  could  demand.  Always  during  this  stage  of  the 
process, AHRS uses two documents: AS IS model and the Qualification 
Tool. 
The first one of this, it is a guide in order to lead the interview to 
the customer so as to collect information about the same customer. 
The second document, instead, it is a electronic sheet finalized to 
the qualification of the customer, through which currency the potentiality 
of the customer and the probability to conclude the contract.  From this 
phase it  comes updated a document called Opportunities Pipeline in 
which  potential  customers  subdivided  for  every  stage  of  the 
commercialization process come listed so that the state of advance of 
the deal can be known in immediate way.   This document will  come 
updated during all phases of the commercialization process.
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Arrived to this point, the Business Development function must ask 
the  authorization  to  proceed  from  Accenture  HR  Services.  If  the 
outcome of the authorization is negative, the causes come analyzed 
and  naturally  brought  necessary  modifications  for  being  able  to 
demand the authorization to proceed.  The data of  the customers of 
which  the  authorization  to  proceed  is  demanded  come  introduced 
through a document called Deal Review Template.  
Once  obtained  this  authorization, it  demands  also  the 
authorization  to  proceed  from  the  Operating  Group  (a  structure  of 
Accenture)  introducing  the  Business  Cases  relative  to  the  new 
opportunities.  The Business Case is the document in which it comes 
defined the amplitude of the service offered to the customer and is the 
tool that allows to value the assumed price of the service demanded 
from the customer. 
The successive step is that one of review of the data inserted in 
the Business Case, above all for what regards the information relative 
to the margins and the price. Moreover the functions that are taken care 
of the Administration, Control and Purchasing and Operation insert data 
regarding  to  the  economic  -  financial  and  operating  part  relative  to 
“deal”.  Naturally,  also  in  this  phase,  if  the  outcome  of  the  re-
examination is negative the Business Case must be elaborate again to 
the light of the new indications.  
To  this  point  the  authorization  from Accenture  HR  Services  is 
demanded to introduce the offer to the customer; also during this stage 
there is the phase of control because the offer comes examined and, in 
negative outcome case, they must analyze the causes and bring the 
necessary modifications. 
The same authorization, like for some previous phases, must be 
demanded also to the Operating Group.  
Once obtained all the authorizations, the trade offer can be send 
to  the  customer  and  therefore  the  phase  in  which  Accenture  HR 
Services   negotiates  the  terms  of  the  offer  with  the  customer  both 
economic and technical point of view begins . To this point, the Legal 
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function accompanies the Business Development function for the draft 
of the Letter of Attempts that once signed, allows the beginning of the 
activities;  moreover  the  Legal  function  supports  the  Business 
Development function also for the draft of the contract and the relative 
encloses.  The last document that comes written up is the Operating 
Regulations;  in  this  document  the  modalities  and  the  times  of 
distribution  of  the  service,  the  division  of  the  activities  between 
customer and Accenture HR Services and the eventual penitentiaries 
and additional charge come defined. 
In the final stage it comes given communication to the Services 
Management  structure about the acquisition of a new customer and it 
comes given the authorization to the Transition  and Set Up   structure 
to begin the phase of starter of the relative activities to the service in the 
times defined from the contract.  
In the procedure the responsibility  of  all  these activities  comes 
generically attributed to the Business Development function without to 
specify the name of the professional figure that will have to carry out 
every single activity.
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Figure 2. Description of the commercialization process
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3.3   ADVANTAGES AND PROBLEMS LINKED TO THE 
PROCEDURE    OF COMMERCIALIZATION
The use of this procedure has allowed to improve the efficiency in 
the development of the sale process.  
This procedure has been written in clear way and using an easily 
comprehensible  language  from all  the  organization.  These  qualities 
have surely determined the success of this procedure.
In fact, hearing the opinion of the Accenture HR Services staff, 
that it  used the procedure of commercialization , it  has been able to 
evict that the clarity in the exposure of the activities that constitute the 
process of sale is one of the main value of this document. 
This characteristic of the procedure has been surely favoured from 
the fact that the document has been written up and approved by the 
personal  inside  to  the  Business  Development  function,  that  is  from 
those same persons who then have used the document. That does not 
remove, but, that the document has been written with the objective to 
render it comprehensible and easily consultable for all, seen that (like it 
comes  specified  in  the  same  procedure)  the  procedure  of 
commercialization has been put on hand of all the staff in way that, also 
those who is not been interested directly of the business activity, they 
could have the job very clearly that carries out their colleagues daily. 
This  initiative is online with one of  primary objects  of  Accenture HR 
Services,  that  is  the overcoming of  a  vision sector,  for  functions,  to 
advantage  of  an  approach  for  processes  in  which  every  single 
dependent can have a total vision of the company.
This clarity in the exposure of the procedure, it allows to the staff 
to  increase  speed the  times  within  which  carrying  out  the  process, 
because the fact to know perfectly the activities that must be carried 
out, it  reduces or even it avoids the possibility to run into errors and 
delays.   This is a determining advantage for the success of Accenture 
HR Services because remarkably reduces the times of answer to the 
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customer, increasing the level of service.  Moreover the possibility to 
have  in  writing  explained  the  activities  to  carry  out,  it  has  also  the 
advantage, as it has been explained in previous chapter, not to lose the 
know  -  how  of  company  in  the  case  of  staff  decides  to  leave  the 
organization.  
Beyond to the clarity in the exposure of  the activities,  an other 
value  of  this  document,  is  the  nimbleness.  In  fact  the  procedure  of 
commercialization is composed in all of 24 pages, comprised those that 
supply  information about  the  various  modifications  endured from the 
same procedure, the list of documents in attached, the scope and the 
applicability  of  the  procedure  and  documents  of  reference.  The 
nimbleness is one of those fundamental characteristics for a document. 
In  fact  the  consultation  of  a  voluminous  document  can  just  be 
discouraged  because  it  forces  the  persons  to  have  to  read  a  high 
number  of  pages.  In  fact,  having  to  consult  many  pages  creates 
annoyance to  the  staff  and leads to  read the  text  in  superficial  and 
listless way.
Therefore the possibility of being able to consult a document of 
immediate  interpretation  and  lean  surely  stimulates  the  persons  to 
consult it with attention.
  This has not had to the negligence of the persons, but to the fact 
that staff have to carry out a high number of activity and must find the 
time also in order to study the new procedure. 
The factor  time is  fundamental  for  company that  operates in  a 
competitive  market  and  that  it  offers  services.  In  fact  one  of  the 
elements that can determine or less the success of the company is the 
rapidity with which the offer  is  made and the process of  sale in the 
comparisons of the customer manages.
 Beyond that from the meagre number of pages, the nimbleness is 
determined also by the structure, by layout of the same document.  In 
fact the activities come before illustrated by a flow diagram. The use of 
block plan  is a fast and clear method that allows to the reader of having 
in little second an overall vision of the entire process.  This is an 
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advantage for who consults the document because, in the moment in 
which it will be entered in the detail, that is will be gone to study the 
various sub process, the total vision of the same process will not get 
lost  ever of sight.  Moreover the use of an outline favours the visual 
memory of the reader.
Once to  have comprised the  structure  of  the  entire  process of 
commercialization, it is passed to the description of the single ones  sub 
processes, always in the respect of the same canons that they have 
guided  the  draft  of  the  procedure  until  this  moment:  clarity  and 
nimbleness.  In  fact  every  sub  process  comes  described  using  for 
everyone a table in which the input, the output, the activities and the 
responsibilities connected to each one, the instruments to use for the 
development of each one, and the purpose of every sub process are 
brought back shortly.  Thus a description so structured is surely of easy 
understanding and, because the reader is not forced to having to read 
verbose  texts  and,  in  some  cases  also  twisted,  the  necessary 
information to the development of  the entire process remain fixed in 
mind very well.  Also in this case, that is the use of a lean structure, 
schematic, shortens the times for the consultation and understanding of 
the document. In fact when a text is quotes with this layout, it supplies 
to the reader only the fundamental data, that is only those necessary 
ones  to  the  understanding  and  consequently  to  the  corrected 
development  of  its  job;  instead,  when  it  must  be  gone to  consult  a 
written document like a text,  necessarily  the reader must  isolate the 
useful information to him from those superfluous ones and therefore to 
create  itself  alone,  mentally  a  logical  outline  that  reassumes  which 
exactly the activities are to carry out and by which instruments.  This is 
a mental process that renders more complicated the memorization of 
the  information  and  that  it  demands  an  effort  from dependent,  and 
consequently time that could be used for the development of operating 
activities and urgent.  
However,  this  procedure  beyond  to  having  positive  aspects, 
fundamental in order to consider valid, useful a document, has also 
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defects that they have then made to be born the need from Accenture 
HR Services  to write a new procedure.
In fact,  in  the old  procedure, the  various  responsibilities do not 
come  specified.  In  the  procedure  of  commercialization,  the  single 
activities to carry out come listed and when, for each one of them, the 
respective responsibility comes bound together, only the function that 
must carry out it is written, that is the Business Development function. 
Therefore the professional figure is not specified exactly that will have 
to carry out that task. This can create ambiguities, loss of time about the 
division of the responsibilities because, naturally, the function Business 
Development is constituted from numerous persons. 
Therefore  to  make  up  for  to  this  problem,  the  Responsible  of  the 
function  assigned,  for  every  deal,  the  various  duties  to  every  single 
person. As you can easily grasp intuitively this demands time that surely 
does not add value to the offered service to the customer.  With the new 
procedure, instead, every activity is bound together to a professional 
figure. 
An other disadvantage of the procedure of commercialization, is 
the meagre number of documents, instruments for the qualification and 
validation  of  the  customers.  In  fact,  with  the  use  of  the  new  tools, 
Accenture HR Services knows exactly if to accept or less the demand 
made  from  the  customer  and,  therefore,  if  to  take  or  less  in 
consideration the opportunity that comes offered to him.  This greater 
clarity avoids to the company to lose time uselessly; moreover, it avoids 
rebelling of situations of inner conflict to the same company. 
In fact,  in  the past  situations of  contrast  between the functions 
could happen, if  one of this decided to not accept the customer, not 
because  the  profit  of  the  entire  company  estimated,  but  only  the 
interests  of  the single  function.  This  aspect  is  a  lot  penalizing for  a 
company because the attainment of the objective of a single function 
does not mean to obtain an advantage for the entire company.   This 
way to operate is typical of a company that it has a management “for 
objects “respect to that applies a management “for processes “.  The 
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greater  disadvantage  of  a  vision  for  objects  is  the  fact  that  every 
function places a objective without to consider the requirements of the 
other functions and this leads to rebelling the trade off. The trade off are 
the contrasts that consequently are created when various fields of a 
same organization place various objects,  for  which the attainment of 
one of these prevents the attainment of  the others.  If  every function 
places a result, without to consider the others, the sum of these results 
do  not  go  to  determine  the  most  reaching  result  from  the  entire 
organization.  The greater profit is only had when there is collaboration, 
coordination,  exchange  of  information  between  all  the  fields  that 
constitute the company.
This situation of potential conflict could penalize for an enterprise 
because  the  better  situation  is  had  when  the  functions  collaborate 
among them and all together work, and they resolve to do objects that 
they represent dowels that go to constitute the total  objective of  the 
company. 
After the introduction and the application of the new instruments 
the choice or less of a customer it will  not be determined from inner 
interests,  lied  to  the  single  functions,  but  according  to  criteria  of 
selection super partes, imposed by the Group leader. 
This matrix of selection have been constructed so to be coherent 
with the strategies that the Group leader has imposed to pursue. In fact 
these instruments define with clarity which must be the characteristics 
both  qualitative  and  quantitative  that  must  belong  to  the  deal  so  to 
determine  or  less  the  continuation  of  those  deal  from one  stage  to 
successive one inside of the sale process.
Moreover the use of a greater number of instruments regarding 
past, allows also a greater clarity in exposing to the customer the offer 
that Accenture HR Services means to make him.   In fact, today, the 
company is forced to compile tables, matrix that go to describe the offer 
in clear and complete way. This assures to the organization the fact to 
avoid slobbers, inconsistencies, omissions about the characteristics of 
the offered service. Moreover it has a greater safety about the appraisal 
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of the own resources and possibilities,  so as to not  to have to face 
situations in which it is gone ahead along the sale process and, arrived 
nearly to the end of this, we notice that it is not more in a position to 
offer  the  service  in  the  respect  of  the  specifications  established 
previously  with  the  customer.  To  avoid  this  awful  figure  with  the 
customer, means to not only avoid to lose those deal, but also that after 
a similar experience customer could decide not to demand services to 
Accenture HR Services again, with consequent lack of the image of the 
company. 
3.4  INTRODUCTION  OF THE NEW TOOLS  AND THE NEW SALE
PROCESS
The Group leader in order to introduce the new tools first of all it 
has given communication of  this  innovation to  all  the Accenture  HR 
Services staff by e-mail. 
To  every  employee  of  the  company,  like  also  to  trainees,  an 
address  mail  (  first  name.surname@accenture.com ) comes supplied 
and to this address all the useful information for all staff making part of 
the  Accenture  Group  come sended.  Therefore  the  Group  leader  of 
Accenture  HR Services  has used  this  channel  in  order  to  introduce 
some new instruments to use for the qualification of the customers. 
Initially  the  Qualification  Tool  is  sended  by  e-mail,  that  is  the 
document by which all the deal must be estimated both according to 
qualitative and quantitative characteristics; this  instrument  determines 
the continuation or less of the deal along the sale process.  
The Deal  Review Template  has been the  second sended tool; 
inside of this tool a series of information that go to describe the deal go 
inserted. Thanks to this instrument the deal can be introduced to the 
Group leader and therefore to obtain the authorization to proceed and 
therefore to the continuation in the process from those deal. 
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Since the Group leader had sended only these tools to the AHRS 
staff,  in the old procedure of commercialization comes indicated only 
uses of these two new documents. Naturally also deals that have been 
faced until this moment, they have been analyzed only using these tools 
among  all  those  new  ones.  These  two  documents  have  been 
introduced,  initially,  because they are  those that  more of  the  others 
evidence the change of the strategies choice  to pursue from part of the 
Group leader. Above all the Qualification Tool is what it has changed 
the  criterion of  selection of  the customers,  allowing the exclusion of 
those deals would have been accepted in past. 
However  the  Business  Development  function  has  come  to 
acquaintance of the change that has regarded the use of new tools, and 
also  of  the  entire  sale  process,  not  only  by  mail,  but  also  by  call 
(telephone meetings).  In fact they have been organized call to which 
representatives of  all  the Group Accenture HR Services participated, 
therefore  to  world-wide  level,   in  which  the  new sale  process  came 
illustrated, with the relative tools, online with the new strategies. I have 
had the pleasure and the fortune to participate to these call in which the 
new strategies about Accenture HR Services and the new process were 
discussed: before the call the material ( presentations in Power Point) 
 about the argument that during the meeting would have been faced 
came supplied and then during the call, those who had been taken care 
to make the presentation, illustrated it.  Ended this phase of the call, the 
part began in which every participant asked eventual clarifications about 
arguments  discussed  and  he  expressed  own  judgment,  even 
suggesting also possible improvements or putting in evidence the fact 
that some inherent the problem had not been taken in consideration 
during the discussion.  All the material object of the various calls could 
be consulted also igniting to the Accenture portal. 
Thanks  to  these  call  the  direction  exactly  that  Accenture  HR 
Services means to pursue to world-wide level is possible to understand. 
In fact you have the possibility to discuss with the same persons who 
have decided to pursue some strategies instead that others and 
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therefore you have the occasion to ask explanations about the made 
choices,  in  way  to  be  completely  aware  of  the  road  that  is  being 
covered. The fact to know the reason for which, the Group is following a 
sure trajectory to world-wide level, is an advantage for the staff. In fact a 
greater knowledge about the reasons that they force to carry out of the 
activities instead of others allows the persons to work better,  mainly 
motivated and therefore, in these conditions, it is easier to obtain results 
with a better performance.  
Thanks  to  these  call,  moreover,  we  have  been  come  to 
acquaintance,  naturally  in  outline, about  new  structure  of  the  sale 
process.  A  process  constituted  of  a  greater  number  of  phases  and 
therefore a little more articulated and complex than the old process of 
commercialization.
However in spite of the enormous changes it brings to the Sale 
Process during  this  period,  three  documents  making  part  of  the  old 
procedure of commercialization can be found again also in the new one: 
the Model AS IS, the Letter of Intent, the Operating Regulations and the 
Model of the Contract.  The Model AS IS serves to collect the relative 
information the customer; Accenture had suggested to use an other one 
that has the same function ( HR Data Gathering Questionnaire),  but 
then Accenture has granted the permission to Accenture HR Services 
to use Model  AS IS in order to interview the customer.   Instead the 
Letter  of  Intent,  the  Operating  Regulations  and  the  Model  of  the 
Contract are continuing to use because demanded from the enforced 
law in Italy. 
Faced  deal,  during  this  period  of  transition,  have  obtained  the 
authorization to proceed by the Group leader, even if the documentation 
demanded from the new policies had not been supplied at all.  That is 
why it has been granted the time to the companies in order to adapt 
itself  to  the  new way  to  operate.  Naturally  this  concession  has  not 
regarded  documents  like  the  Qualification  Tool  because  about  the 
choice of the size deal it has been endured to change strategy as soon 
as possible.  
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Therefore calls are served mainly to inform all the Group of the 
beginning  of  the  period  of  change  to  which  all  companies  must  be 
adapted itself. In fact, the complete and detailed vision of the new sale 
process could have only after to have consulted links of the Accenture 
portal relative to this process and therefore after to have collected all 
the  information  scattered  among  various  links.   Above  all  by  the 
Accenture portal the new procedure in which to the activities of the sale 
process and documents are described to use has been able to write in 
clear and complete way.   
3.5  FINDING OF NEW DOCUMENTS AND THE STRUCTURE 
OF THE NEW SALE PROCESS FROM THE ACCENTURE 
PORTAL
All  the  documents  and  the  relative  information  about  the  sale 
process have been acquired sailing on Accenture portal. 
For being able to approach to portal naturally the connection to 
Internet  must  be  carried  out  and  then  make  the  access  to  the 
portal.accenture.com  site.  In  this  site  all  the  information  relative  to 
Accenture are contained and therefore highly classified. For this reason 
only the personal inside can sail on the portal; in fact the information 
technology  technicians  of  Accenture  supply  to  every  employee a 
username (correspondent to the first name and surname of the same 
dependent)  and  a  password  that  only  the  dependent  can  modified 
anytime that he wants.  In fact once opened home page of the portal the 
system demands username and password for being able to approach 
the link of the same portal. The same data come demanded also when 
the documents are wanted to be consulted: once quicked on icon that 
indicates the document, the system asks customer the insertion for the 
data and only to this point it is possible to see documents. Once that the 
system allows the access you can go to the Accenture HR Services 
Business Development homepage (figure 3).
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        Figure 3. Accenture HR Services Business Development homepage
Through  this  page  you  can  acquire  a  myriad  of  information 
regarding Business Development the activity of Accenture HR Services. 
You  can  know  the  dates,  the  locations,  the  duration,  and  the 
coordinators of events like meeting and workshop. Moreover you can 
find information about the structure of AHRS and the persons indicated 
in the structure: a section exists in which they come written the names 
and surnames of these persons, information about how being able to 
trace them ( address mail, number of telephone, number of the fax), the 
areas of responsibility and the geographic area in which they operate. 
Naturally in this portal news regarding the political used from Accenture 
HR Services, information about current and potential customers of the 
society  and  documents  to  use  for  every  activity  of  interest  for  the 
Company are also.   An other useful link occurred in the portal is that 
one of  “glossary “. In fact quicking on this voice it is possible to read the 
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definition of some words or acronyms used inside documents and that 
they belong common language used in Accenture.
In fact just making the access to this link and sailing in this section 
of the portal all the information necessary to the draft of the procedure 
can  be  found.  There  are  tens  of  link  that  they  could  contain  the 
documentation necessary  in  order  to  write  the procedure and within 
these  links  there  are  saved  hundred  of  documents;  some  of  these 
unfortunately are not useful to the draft of procedure and therefore this 
means to have to lose time in the consultation and then to  have to 
discard them. In fact some titles of these documents can lead to the 
error: by the reading of the title you can think that the document will 
help us instead in our job and, instead, once that comes opened and 
seen, you  can  notice  that  it  does  not  contain  useful  information. 
 However in order not to risk to get lost inside portal, it is well not to try 
documents in untidy and confused way, that is going to quick all  the 
voices of homepage site.  
Therefore  first  of  all  it  has  been  attempted  to  build  the  sale 
process, tracing all  the sub processes that constitute it  and naturally 
bringing back them in chronological order.  For being able to carry out 
this  activity,  three  links  (  High  Performance  Selling  –  Sales 
Effectiveness Home Page, HR Services Solution Validation,  Sales - 
Opportunity Management ) that made just reference to the sale process 
has  been  valid  aid  (  figure  4  ).  Quicking  on  these  links,  to  collect 
information on the various sub processes, in which they came 
described the purposes of every sub processes and a short description 
of the same one has been able. 
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Figure 4.  Some links used
At this point, once that the certainty has been had to have taken in 
consideration  all  the  sub  processes,  it  is  passed  to  the  phase  of 
definition  of  the  activities  that  interest  every  sub  process.  The 
consultation of various documents has carried to the first definition of 
the activities; however the document that more than others has been of 
aid for the development of this phase has been the “Sales and Approval 
Process  Executive  Summary  “.  This  document  is  a  Power  Point 
presentation where the sub processes come written and for everyone of 
these the activities carried out and some tools to use for  each one. 
 However only going ahead with the consultation of new document and 
therefore going to quick others links in the portal it is reached to the 
conclusion that in the over cited document had been only written a part 
of the activities that must be carried out. In fact through the consultation 
of other documents other activities are emerged.
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The problem that has interested some of these regarded their just 
positioning  along  the  process.  In  fact  for  someone  it  did  not  come 
specified exactly in which phase of the process that activity had to be 
carried out.  Therefore after to have reconstructed and analyzed to the 
entire process, these activities have been inserted so as to give them a 
chronological order in the respect of the logic to the base of the sale 
process.   
In the files consulted until this moment, for various activities came 
also indicated necessary documents that must be written up.  However 
the models of these documents were not inserted in the presentations 
that illustrated the sale process. Therefore the successive phase has 
demanded a greater employment of  time than those previous ones just 
because all documents    “ spreaded ” in the portal have had to trace.  
Some of these have been find again easily going to quick just on those 
links that describe the sale process. Unfortunately, but only a meagre 
number of document has been traced in this way.  
Therefore for being able to find also the others onea valid method 
has been that one to insert in the section “ search “of the portal the 
name of the tried document.  In this way a series of links appeared on 
the  screen  and  files  and,  inside  of  someone,  were  saved  the  tried 
document.  Some documents initially were not still in the portal; quicking 
over to folders that indicated some the name they were opened and 
inside there was a text that explained that the tool would have been 
inserted in future.  However within the month of August in the portal all 
the documents could be found again.  
The  same  procedure  has  been  used  also  in  order  to  find  the 
responsibilities of every activity of the process. In fact, also in this case, 
some  of  these  already  had  been  indicated  in  documents  that  they 
described the process.  The others have been bound together to the 
respective activities using the function  “search “; in this way documents 
you could trace (presentations in Power Point) that they explained the 
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responsibilities  of  the  various  professional  figures  and  according  to 
these descriptions it has been possible to make to correspond every 
activity to a specific figure. 
In conclusion it  can be asserted that  the fundamental  tool  and 
therefore mainly used for the collection of necessary information to the 
draft of the procedure surely the Accenture portal has been.
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4. ACCENTURE HR  SERVICES STRATEGIC
    PROFILE
4.1  INTRODUCTION
It is sure that the recent years have been characterize from great 
turbulences in the evolution of the companies, in the way to face the 
business and the economy, in the way to organize the job and to face 
the markets.
These changes are consequent to emerging of new aspects:
 2 the sovereignty of the customer like factor prince;
 the attention tightening to the quality and the requirement to 
        conjugate it to factor cost;
 the importance of the factor time for  the competitiveness 
      of offer of the company, has made to be born the so-called
      economy of the speed, the learning, the variety, modifying
      the duration and the shape of the cycle of life of the product, 
      imposing new paradigms of production imprinted to the 
      flexibility, where learning ability express is fundamental. 
The companies, therefore, feel the need to change their attitude in 
the comparisons of the customer, the market, the product/service, the 
own organization of the company.
Also  Accenture  HR  Services  is  wanted  to  be  adapted  to  the 
changes of the atmosphere in which work and for this it has decided to 
pursue  new  strategies  and  objects  in  order  to  continue  to  being 
competitive on the market. The main goals that are catching up and that 
it means to pursue in this moment can be reassumed in the following
 directory:
2 Giuseppe Bellandi, Il Marketing di Prodotto, SEU, Pisa, 2005, Page 3
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 to develop solution coherent with the demands of market
 to identify the customers objective
 to focus itself on that it can  make
 focus on the costs and the value
 continuity of the result
 approach based on ERP
 customers greater and therefore deal of greater measure 
 common selling framework  
4.2 TO DEVELOP SOLUTIONS COHERENT WITH THE DEMANDS 
FOR   MARKET
The  organization  of  Accenture  HR  Services  depends  in  the  first 
instance on its  customers;  this  implies the will  and the ability  to  interpret 
completely  not  only  the demands,  but  also the expectations of  the same 
customer.  Therefore inside of AHRS ( Accenture HR Services) the necessity 
to focus the attention to the customer is felt, analyzing and transferring its 
explicit  and implicit  requirements  in  the  own behaviours  and political  and 
above all in requirement to which the services offers must answer.
An  excellent  organization  must  have  full  knowledge  of  the  own 
customers, of their present and future requirements, also in intrinsic terms of 
characteristics  and  therefore  of  additional  performances  regarding  the 
competition, to the price, to the timeliness, but at the same time to satisfy all 
the parts interested with results to the top of the field.
Therefore  for  Accenture  HR Services  the  market,  and  therefore  the 
customer, occupies a primary position respect to the others interested part 
and the satisfaction of the own customers is therefore the priority objective 
for  AHRS and  all  the  organizations  that  operate  in  situation  of  particular 
competitiveness,  since  the  companies  must  their  survival  and  their 
successful  to  the  existence  of  subjects  disposed  to  acquire  their 
products/services.  Accenture HR Services  satisfies  its  customer  trying  to 
know its requirements and, at the same time, offering services that differ on 
the market, often determining to guarantee a relationship of fidelity with the 
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customer. In fact the trust of the customer represents the last objective to 
catch up and it  is  not  thing at  all  discounted in  the moment  in  which its 
satisfaction  has  been  obtained:  this  last  one  is  born  from  a  state  of 
momentary mind, tied to the comparison between the expectations of  the 
customer and how much it   has received, but it  does not offer guarantee 
about the future behaviour of the same one, enticed from other offering and 
influenced by the competition. 
 4.3  FOCUS  ON THE CUSTOMERS OBJECTIVE
 The customers of an enterprise are not all equal ones: not only their 
requirements  in  terms  of  products/services  vary  remarkably  according  to 
cases,  but  they  occupy  also  various  positions  in  the  comparisons  of  the 
company supplying. Some customers are larger than others, some are large 
for  the enterprise supplying,  independently from their  dimension,  because 
contribute  in  consisting  way  to  the  business  revenues.  Therefore  it  is 
important to deal  the aspect relative to the importance and to the role of 
every customer, in order to characterize how many resources to invest on the 
customer and like investing them.
Accenture HR Services about  comparisons of the customers objective, 
or whom it is trying to make to become such, wants to demonstrate a will of 
collaboration to the complete solution of the problems, to the adaptation to 
the supplied service,  until reaching to characterize and to resolve, where it is 
possible, problems that the customer had not still completely perceived. 
The AHRS efforts are concentrated mainly on those activities that can 
increase the satisfaction of the customer; in fact to have a satisfied customer 
of the service it produces numerous advantages to the management and to 
the image of the company. A first positive effect is the increase of the fidelity 
of the customer, which tends to acquire more and more over a long time and 
because  he  is  faithful  he  has  not  reason  to  interrupt  his  relationship.  
Moreover  a  satisfied  customer  can  improve  the  external  image  of  the 
company, because thanks to “passing the word on “ new customers can be 
acquired. Beyond to the external image the satisfaction of the customers 
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allows  an improvement  also  of  the  inner  image and of  the  inner  climate 
because the satisfied customers transmit positive marks that catch up the 
staff  of  the  company,  which  mainly  is  motivated  and  face  to  the 
improvement.  Other advantage, not to underrate,  is  the availability  of  the 
customer to pay a “price premium “,  that is the customer pays gladly the 
quality and the satisfaction. 
Therefore it is important to characterize the customers objective and on 
these to focus efforts because to have good customers is essential base so 
that  an  enterprise  can  count  on  a  constant  revenues  and  a  good 
programmable and sure flow of takings.
4.4    TO FOCUS ITSELF ON THAT IT IS  KNOWS TO MAKE
  Accenture HR Services, operating in a total and strongly innovative 
market,  in  which  external  marks  are  weak,  ambiguous  and  changing,  it 
always feels more and more the requirement to formulate the own strategic 
choices leaving from the own distinctive competences (core competencies).  
The company, therefore, places to the centre of the own strategic elaboration 
the development  and the valorization of  the own distinctive competences, 
that  is  those  differentiate  the  services  that  AHRS  offers  from  those  of 
competitors. 
By now for a long time, Accenture HR Services has understood that in 
the future years the competition will be based on the competences. Truly the 
dominant  competences  to  the  competitive  successful  are  those  more 
difficultly imitable ones from the other enterprises. These competences, little 
observable  and  difficultly  imitable,  are  tied  to  the  behaviours  and  to  the 
business  culture,  they  are  the  heuristic  rules,  the  decisional  styles,  the 
cooperation ways, the communication modalities, the boosting structures, the 
abilities to face and to resolve complex situations, the ability to manage the 
technological patrimony, the abilities to know to work in group, the ability to 
adapt itself to the unexpected. 
The  cores  competencies  of  Accenture  HR  Services  are  tied  to  the 
technological and organizational patrimony of the persons: the persons are 
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who succeed to transform normally acquired resources from the market in a 
instrument of competitive advantage.   The subjectivity of the individuals, the 
own vision, the ability to assume responsibility, the professionality, the team 
spirit, the attitude to the collaboration and integration are decisive elements 
for interpretation process.  
         
4.5 FOCUS ON THE COSTS AND THE VALUE
The  heated  competitiveness  of  the  international  market,  the  great 
diffusion  of  informations  and  the  managerial  and  technical  innovation 
produced  by  the  great  progresses  that  have  characterized  the  field  of 
computer  science,  united  to  the  presence  of  more  shrewd,  informed 
customers,  with  requirements  very  defined,  that  estimates  carefully  the 
possible alternatives based on the quality and to the costs of the service, 
have  carried  AHRS  to  adopt  organizational  strategies  and  managerial 
instruments , that they pursue simultaneously  objects  of cost reduction and 
at the same time increase of the ability to satisfaction of the requirements of 
the customer and to all the interested parts. 
Accenture HR Services has the objective to organize and to manage 
the activities at best to aims of the quality of the service, maintaining at the 
same time the costs under those means of the competitors.  In order to catch 
up this goal the enterprise must be in position to control the cost drivers that 
is  all  those  variable  ones  that  influence  the  course  of  the  costs  of  the 
activities value generative.  If an enterprise stops a cost advantage it will be 
able  to  enjoy  the  advanced  profit  greater  the  average  of  the  field  being 
applied prices equal or near those of the competitors, that is it will be able to 
widen the quota of  market  practicing lower prices.  To focus itself  on the 
costs allows to have an effective defence in how much:
  in the comparisons of the directed contenders, the enterprise does 
not have to fear the consequences of an eventual war of prices, being 
in a 
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      position to realizing a profit also to a level of inferior price regarding 
the competition;
 the low costs concur to practice low prices, such  to represent a barrier 
against  the  entrance  of  eventual  new  concurrent  and  moreover  it 
allows acquisition of a greater number of customers.
For being able to focus the own attention on the costs and the activities 
to  added  value,  AHRS  has  had  to  adopt  to  its  inside  an  approach  for 
processes.  Therefore the vision for processes leads to read the company 
like a whole of processes, among they connected like system, than it renders 
them interdependent from the others. In fact everyone of them can not have 
contacts directed with the final customer of Accenture HR Services, but, at 
the same time, it  has just a customer, represented by the process that is 
carried  out  after  own  one  and  that  it  have  us  of   the  output  from  him 
achieved.  The  inner  processes  to  an  organization  can  be  classify  in 
“operated processes“ and “support processes”. The operated processes are 
those  necessary  ones  to  the  attainment  of  objects  of  the  company  and 
therefore to greater impact on business results of the same one; the value 
created  from them is  directly  recognized from the customer.  The support 
processes,  instead,  are  the  necessary  processes  for  the  business 
management, that they contribute to the creation of value in mediated way, 
favouring  the  effectiveness and the  efficiency  of  the  operated  processes, 
supplying to them input, human and material technologies, resources.
The “management for processes “involves an analysis and a redesign 
of the corporate structure that does not centralize on the concepts classics of 
activity, tasks and functions , hierarchically tied, but that bases on a group  of 
activities homogenous from the point of view of the output and correlated 
from  each  other  to  beyond  the  functional  borders,  regulated  from 
coordination  mechanisms  that  extend  the  pure  hierarchical  -  structural 
aspect: in other words it is essential for the management to concentrate the 
own attention on the processes. 
Accenture HR Services, adopting an approach for  processes, can to 
characterize the processes easily that believes “critical “ for the attainment of 
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the own objects and that believe fundamental for the competitiveness on the 
actual  and  future  markets.   Naturally  the  business  dimension  and  the 
available resources condition the decision on the number of processes on 
which taking part: to undertake initiatives on too many processes at the same 
time could create serious economic- financial  tensions to level  of  running 
management because of the huge necessary organizational changes for the 
performance of all the plans. Practically the company must be in a position to 
estimating the level of change that can support and therefore to define the 
number and the dimension of the processes on which it can take part. 
The scope of this analysis is that  one to characterize which are the 
processes  that  gives  added  value  to  the  service  and  to  concentrate  the 
efforts on these activities, eliminating at the same time those processes that 
do not add value.  As regards a critical analysis the presence of an activity 
that does not add value to the output, the reasoning to make is following: 
after a description of the activities of the process, it is necessary to ask itself 
if they contribute or less to obtaining of the previewed output; it deals with 
naturally of an important passage only in the comparisons of those activities 
that appear mainly critical, in relation to the costs and the times that they 
demand.  In the event in which the answer is negative the possibility that 
exists still, although that, the activity, in issue, can contribute in decisive way 
to the operation of the company: in such case, it derives that it deals with an 
activity to added value of business, otherwise it could not give added value to 
equal zero. If the activity turns out to be necessary to the aim to obtain the 
previewed  output  and  it  contributes  also  to  satisfy  the  demands  for  the 
customer it can be considered activity to effective added value. 
In  this  phase the  methodologies  of  analysis  of  the  value  can be of 
support, even if the shortage of the data initially available on the processes 
allows to only obtain of the indications of principle, that they go to integrate 
the appraisals of the High Direction.  The same methods of analysis of value 
are based initially on the experience and the acquaintance of the process of 
inner persons to the company, calls to express themselves on the importance 
of the process under investigation. 
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Usually the organizational models oriented to the process are indicated 
in literature with the terms of “short company” or “flat pyramid” and they are 
based on one simplification in vertical sense of the structure. Also Accenture 
HR Services has a organizational structure made in this way: it  turns out 
composed  from  a  strategic  apex  and  from  a  series  of  operated  units, 
everyone of which coincides with a process, for the management of which it 
is  designated  a  team  of  subjects,  managed  from  a  responsible,  that  it 
reproduces  in  small  the  operation  of  an  organization  and  to  which  they 
assign operated tasks, of support and coordination.  This type of organization 
pushes more operated levels at company to visions of entrepreneurial type, 
concurring with the workers to take decisions independent and rendering a 
necessary cultural change above all. 
The result to which AHRS is reaching is therefore that one of approach 
of the decisional flow to that operating one, from which derives an analogous 
modification in the circulation of the information that makes them available 
mainly to the lower levels. That reduces the times of reaction remarkably and 
concurs  the  attainment  of  a  greater  effectiveness  (relationship  between 
obtained results and prefixed objects) and efficiency (relationship between 
obtained  results  and  used  resources  ).  The  sharing  from  part  of  all 
dependent  of  business  objects  is  fundamental  presupposed  to  apply  a 
structure of this type and, to the base of all, it would have to be a corrected 
management  of  the  process  of  communication  finalized  to  a  gradual 
modification of the individual and collective behaviours of those who operate 
in the organization, until catching up true and just a change of the business 
culture.
4.6  CONTINUITY OF RESULT 
  To  remain  competitive  in  a  turbulent  market,  than  changes 
continuously,   and  more  and  more  fierce,  Accenture  HR  Services  has 
decided to pass from the optical of the “result “ to that one of the “continuities 
of the result “; in fact every organizational action generates two output:
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1. an immediate result;
2. an indirect result, longer term, that it is given from the ability to the 
organization to repeat and to improve its results.
                          
To  the  concept  of  continuity  of  the  result  that  one  of  continuous 
improvement is connected, which is a process that develops day after day 
and has like objective the increase of the performances. To maintain to the 
own competitive position and the satisfaction of all the interested parts and to 
obtain elevate levels of  efficiency,  requires just  an action and a mentality 
oriented  to  the  improvement  in  all  the  actions  and activity  and to  all  the 
business levels from the most elevated level of management until to every 
business operator. The process of continuous improvement  it is guided from 
the management that it must communicate scopes and objects, to promote a 
opened atmosphere  of  communication,  the  group  job,  the  respect  of  the 
persons and the professionalities. The continuous learning is to the base of 
the  improvement  of  everyone,  the  inventiveness  and  the  innovation  is 
encouraged.  Moreover  the  improvement  process must  be  adapted to  the 
business  culture,  dimension,  nature,  type  of  offered  service,  market, 
necessity  of  the  customers  and  the  improvement  opportunities  must  be 
identified vertically along the hierarchy that horizontally in the processes that 
cross the organizational agencies.    
4.7  APPROACH  BASED ON  ERP ( SAP, ORACLE )
ERP  systems  (Enterprise  Resource  Planning)  are  operational  IT 
systems that gather information from across all of a company’ s functions, 
resulting  in  the  entire  enterprise  having  a  broader  scope.  ERP  systems 
monitor  material,  orders,  schedules  and  other  information  throughout  the 
entire organization.
ERP  systems  were  development  to  provide  an  integrated  view  of 
information across functions within a company and with the potential to go 
across companies. The enlarged scope of visibility along the horizontal axis 
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is  what  chiefly  differentiates  ERP  from  legacy  systems  and  is  the  main 
reason why the ERP industry was so successful.  Within the company, an 
ERP system will provide visibility of information. This system can also create 
the opportunity to share data across firm so that managers have visibility 
across the entire organization. Nonetheless, the enlarged scope of visibility is 
the largest benefit that ERP systems offer because it allows company and 
organization managers to make much better decisions. 
In term of vertical axis, ERP system tend to focus on the operating level 
and  do not  have  much analytical  capability  to  help  with  decisions  in  the 
planning strategic phases.  They are great at telling mangers what is going 
on but not good at telling them what should be going on. 
The  level  of  analytical  power  in  ERP  system  is  changing.  ERP 
companies have devoted large amounts of resources to developing analytical 
capabilities  to  add  to  their  ERP  packages.  This  analytical  capability  is 
delivered to customers in the form of add- on modules that bold onto existing 
ERP systems.  The focus on the analytics will  improve ERP systems and 
move  them  into  the  planning  and  potentially  even  strategic  levels  of 
functionality.    
 ERP systems not only allow a company to track items throughout the 
systems, they also allow a company to automate processes. By automating 
processes, companies are often able to increase efficiency and reduce the 
errors.  This combination can result  in significant  cost  savings if  executive 
properly.   It  is  important  to  keep in  mind,  however,  that  automating poor 
process only guarantees that they will be  executed poorly each time.  Thus, 
firms should review their process before implementing ERP systems. 
Installing an ERP system often serves as catalyst for  a firm to redefine 
process to make them more effective.  ERP vendors  build different versions 
of their software packages for different industries that are consisted with that 
industry’ s functional requirements. These different versions contain a variety 
of options for each function, process, or task that must be performed.  On the 
positive side, these functions are often coded with best practice processes 
that can significantly improve the way a firm does business.  Through the 
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installation of an ERP system, a firm may be able to learn new best practices 
and increase its operational effectiveness.
There can be a downside to the prewritten processes in ERP software. 
These  systems,  although  they  can  be  modified,  are  usually  difficult  to 
change. Therefore, if there is a better way of performing a function that is not 
already coded into the ERP system, the superior process can be quite hard 
to implement. Often firms change their process to fit the ERP way of doing 
things even through they realize that this is not the best way to operate for 
their particular situation. Thus for the sake of visibility of information, firms 
may be forced to adopt less effective procedures. 
  For  Accenture  HR  Services,  the  use  of  ERP  system  is  a  core 
competencies,  to  be  precise  one of  those competencies  thanks to  which 
excels and it is an element which distinguishes it from its direct competitors.
 The following are the main advantages of ERP systems:
 3  ERP  systems  provide  a  wider  scope  to  managers  of 
organization.  With  an  ERP system in  place,  managers  have 
much  broader  information  availability  with  which  to  make 
decisions that increase total firm profits;
 ERP systems are fairly good at giving real time information so 
there is little delay communicating information about changes in 
one part of organization to other part. 
 ERP systems are  also  better  legacy  systems  using  enabling 
technologies like the Internet to share information.
Ulterior advantages that have been had with the use of such technologies 
have been without a doubt those legacies to the possibility to manage more 
and  more  high  amount  of  data  and  to  the  reduction  of  the  times  of 
elaboration of the same ones to the aim to obtain the reports necessary for 
the assumption of the decisions.  Moreover these informed systems have the 
ability to increase the quality of the information. So that a information can be 
thought of quality is necessary that it answers to these requirement:
3Sunil Chopra and Peter Meindl, Supply Chain Management, Prentice Hall, New 
Jersey, 2001, Page 338
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 it must be correct and therefore reliable, to the aim to base on it 
decisions it is strategic that operating;
 it  must  be  fast,  therefore  it  must  travel  quickly  to  arrive  to 
destination as soon as possible and to allow that the company 
can shorten its times of reaction;
 it  must  be  timely,  therefore  to  arrive  at  the  just  moment, 
because if also it arrives a moment after that is not use;
 it must be selective, that is it must derive from a system in a 
position to only selecting the important information, otherwise if 
a  person  is  submerged  from  the  information  he  does  not 
succeed to decide more.
Other  advantage  of  the  systems  informed  is  that  they  favour  the 
systems of inner communication which are important for two reasons:
 they concur with the management to communicate with all the 
dependent and therefore to diffuse in all the company the values, 
strategies, political to pursue;
 they facilitate the involvement of the staff about the attainment of 
objects, encouraging to the communication bottom - up.
In  order  to  realize  an  adequate  informative  system to  the  business 
requirements and that it takes into account of the new necessities tied to the 
management  for  processes,  of  particular  importance  it  turns  out  the 
preliminary analysis to the planning of the business informative system, that it 
previews following phases:
       1. location of the decisional processes that need of a 
        support informative,
       2. definition of the suitable informed flows to satisfy the
                                 requirements aforesaid;
       3. definition of the database to use like input of such flows and 
         of the communication procedures ;
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       4. definition of the levels of integration of procedures and
           informative flows 
       5. definition of the system to guarantee the confidentiality 
           of the data;
       6. appraisal of technical - economic feasibility.
While  in  the  functional  classic  structures  the  informed  systems  are 
characterized from a centralized and vertical structure, to which each function 
can approach for the data of own competence, in an organization oriented to 
the processes, like Accenture HR Services, it is necessary to render possible 
one  sharing  of  the  information.  In  particular  it  is  necessary  that  the 
information does not only flow in vertical sense, but also in horizontal sense, 
so as to tare the output of the first one on the demands for the second one 
and  to  measure,  to  control  and  to  improve  the  performance  of  all  the 
processes.  The structure of the informative system becomes therefore a sort 
of  net,  that must put on the carrying structure.  The informative database 
does  not  have  more  to  be  seen  like  of  the  informative  supports  to  the 
individual job, but like an instrument to promote the group job. Creation of 
sole  database,  which  it  contains  all  the  data  that  describe  a  business 
phenomenon  common  to  more  functions  and  around  which  develop  the 
procedures of  modernization and consultation of  the data,  it  can favour a 
strongly integration among the participants to the group of management of 
the process. To the expert of computer science technologies in past it came 
assigned the task to define the structure of the informative system; with the 
management  for  processes  it  is  not  more  possible  to  delegate  similar 
decisions  and  therefore  it  becomes  important  that  such  definition  comes 
directly developed from who works on the process.  The specialists of the 
computer science technologies, therefore, would have to assume the role of 
makers and inner advisers to the aim to facilitate the choice and the use  of 
the computer science technologies in the business processes.  To redesign 
the  informative  system,  a  useful  instrument  can  be  the  mapping  of  the 
processes (schematization by which it is possible to represent the process 
evidencing  some  its  characterizing  elements,  that  are  output,  input,  ties, 
resources) that it concurs to find, beyond to the contacts of the customers 
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with the company and to the flow of the materials that cross the process, also 
the  flow  of  the  information  required  to  carry  out  the  several  business 
activities. 
                      There are two major ERP players in the marketplace: SAP and
            Oracle.
SAP has its writing software for manufacturing environments.  The firm 
has  a  strong  tradition  of  building  capabilities  in  house,  and  they  are 
expanding  their  product  offerings  vertically  by  developing  more  analytical 
functions to be used in organization planning.
The second largest player with about half the share of SAP, Oracle is 
the only one of the big five ERP players ( Peoplesoft, J.D. Edwards, Baan ) 
that is not solely an ERP firm. Oracle also writes database software, which 
led  it  to  begin  creating  ERP  systems.  Oracle  initially  added  financial 
applications to its database programs and eventually grew to be a full ERP 
provider. Oracle has had the most success with consumer packaged goods 
companies, although they have successfully expanded into other industries. 
4.8 CUSTOMERS   GREATER   AND  THEREFORE  DEAL  OF 
GREATER MEASURE
The Group leader of Accenture HR Services has decided to change 
strategy because it must be made a stricter selection   on the choice of the 
customers. In fact, initially, customers could be accepted with a advanced 
number to 250 - 300 dependent  .  Today with the new “policies “Accenture 
HR Services can only supply its services to those companies that have a   
number of dependent much larger because new strategy of the Group leader 
has imposed the taken in consideration only of the Top Client, that is of those 
customers who allow  to be interested in deal of large measure.  Only the 
companies  that  come  defined  “multi  -  tower  “  make  exception;  in  fact 
Accenture HR Services can supply its services also to those customers to 
which  the  Accenture  structure  offers  a  range  of  various  services  among 
them. 
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Therefore  Accenture  HR  Services,  in  this  moment,  is  refusing  the 
demands for customers who in past would have taken in consideration, and 
instead it is trying to widen just the portfolio customers, with larger companies 
than those with which it has had to make till now.  
This  change  imposes  to  the  dependent  of  business  function  of 
Accenture  HR Services  to  work  differently  regarding the past.  In  fact  the 
Group leader has supplied through the portal of Accenture new documents, 
tool   that they have different matrix of valuation inside regarding those with 
which it selected the “old” customers. 
4.9   COMMON SELLING FRAMEWORK
The Group leader English of  Accenture HR Services has decided to 
supply to common selling framework. To render standard a process means to 
define a procedure common to all the organization to follow every time that 
must be carried out the sale process. The standardization imposes the use of 
a common language, the development of the same activities and therefore 
the  application  of  the  same  instruments  and  documents  and  moreover 
defines  in  clear  and  precise  way  the  responsibilities  of  the  various 
professional figures inside of the company.
To be able to use a structure standard of a process takes a series of 
advantages  to  Accenture  HR  Services  and  these  advantages  can  be 
reassumed in the following directory:
 Standardize selling approach and disciplines
 Desire  for  common  process  and  terminology  across  all 
organizations
 Ability to support with common systems and tools
 Leverage sales best practices across all deals as needed
 Encourage disciplined thinking across all deals
 Basis for ongoing sales education and training
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The standardization of process can facilitate firms coordination.  Firms 
coordination improves if  all  parts  take actions that  together  increase total 
profits.  The lack of coordination occurs because different organizations have 
objectives that conflict or because information moving between different firms 
becomes distorted.  As to result, each organization tries to maximize its own 
profits,  resulting  in  actions  that  often  diminish  total  profits.   The  use  of 
common language avoids to have distorted information; this element is very 
important because it is fundamental that the information that travels inside of 
the organizations is corrected.   Moreover the use of  a common language 
allows to increase speed and to simplify the communication, the dialogue 
among the interested parts.
The use of a procedure that describes exactly who, what, when, how 
and why the activities must be carried out allow the company to maintain 
inside the know - how. In fact the fact to put for enrolled all the information 
necessary  to  carry  out  a  process avoids  to  the  company the problem of 
knowing as to behave and therefore what to make in the event in which it is 
assisted  inside  of  the  organization  to  the  substitution  of  a  part  of  the 
staff. This is a problem that regards the greater part of the companies which 
lose know how and therefore competences,  once that a part of the human 
resources decides to break off the relationships with the same company.
To  have  on  hand  instruments  and  documents  standard  it  has also  
benefit  to proceed in tidy way and less exposed to errors and gaps and, 
therefore, will avoid taking place of delays and rehashing. 
These aspects are fundamental for Accenture HR Services because the 
speed of answer to the market it is one of the factors that can determine the 
successful one or less of the company.  Moreover AHRS distributes services 
to the customer and, therefore, with the exception of a company that it offers 
products, it does not have the possibility to bring corrective actions during the 
process  without  that  the  customer  notices  something.  In  fact  for  the 
companies that offer services the phase of control is carried out during the 
phase of distribution of the same service and therefore he is fundamental not 
to make errors because the customer surely  is the first  one to notice  of 
taking place “ not conformity” of the service. Naturally taking place errors 
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causes a lack of satisfaction from part of the customer and consequently a 
loss of image for the company.  Therefore to be able to follow a series of step 
through  which  to  carry  out  the  sale  process  reduces  the  probability 
considerably to make mistakes.
To adopt  a  systematics,  standardized approach means also to have 
defined clearly not only the activities to carry out, but also the responsibilities, 
that are to know “who exactly makes that what”. Consequently every person 
knows which its  responsibilities are and the activities that  must  carry  out 
inside of the sale process. That allows understanding immediately, in error 
case, the eventual responsibilities. This does not mean that in this way it is 
possible to lay the blame on the persons, but allows to everyone to make 
self-control. If the persons know which activities must carry out exactly and 
therefore objects of these last ones are also in a position to being able to 
check themselves and therefore to correct it while they are carrying out the 
activity.
Consequently,  the  times  for  the  development  of  the  process  are 
shortened because it there is not need that an other person, different from 
the one who is carrying out the activity,  must control  and moreover if  the 
control  happens at the same time to the development  of  the process the 
corrective actions to bring will be surely of smaller entity regarding the case 
in which corrections must be brought when, by now, the process has been 
concluded.
This  greater  responsibility of  the  staff  is  called  in  literature 
“empowerment”  and  has,  as  it  has  been  explained  previously,  the  great 
advantage to allow the managers to take decisions in timely way.  
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5. SALE PROCESS PROCEDURE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, phases that constitute the Sale Process carried out 
from  Accenture  HR  Services  come  introduced  and  described.  This 
process  is  composed  from  macro  -  activities  that  they  can  be 
decomposed in smaller activities. Each of these is carried out from a 
specific professional figure and must be executed in very precise point 
of the process. In order to correctly carry out the greater part of these 
activities documents must be written up and compiled qualification tool 
of the deal.
 All these information have been brought back in the procedure in 
such  way  that  anyone,  reading  it,  could  be  in  a  position  clearly  to 
comprise the structure of the Sale Process and how carrying out the 
various activities for every phase. Just on explicit demand of Manager 
of Business Development, the procedure had to be: 
 complete, that is to contain all the activities, 
 easy and clear understanding for all the organization, 
 standard, therefore applicable to whichever deal, 
 essential, therefore only to contain the necessary
                   information for the development of the sale process.
 In  fact  this  procedure  has  been  saved  on  the  inner  server  of 
company in such way that all the staff could read it. 
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5.2 PROCESS SALE AIMS
The new Sale Process adopted from Accenture HR Services is planned 
in order to help the team that takes care of the sales to align to the new 
strategies  of  development  of  AHRS to  world-wide  level.  Moreover  it 
helps groups that are taken care of the sale to apply an rigorous and 
coherent  idea  with  the  group  strategies  in  order  to  increase  the 
probabilities  of  successful  and  to  rationalize  the  costs  of  Business 
Development.  As  it  has  been  wide  explained  in  previous  chapters, 
these  strategies  have  been  disclosed  by  call  and  above  all  by  the 
Accenture portal.  The main goals that AHRS means to pursue are:
 Geographic Scope ( global )
 Full HR BPO or multi - process 
 Approach based on ERP (SAP, Oracle)
 Focus on the costs and the value
 Accenture Best and Hypergrowth clients (customers with 
                   one high dependent number and that therefore they allow of 
       to have deal of large dimensions)
 To focus itself on that we know to make
 To develop coherent solutions with the demands for the
                   market.
Coherently with the strategies over listed, one of main objects of this 
new process is just that one to increase the dimensions of the single 
deal, preferably multi - tower/multi - services.  For multi - tower/multi - 
services  you  can  intend  a  customer  to  which  various  corporate  of 
Accenture offer to him a service.  Naturally to choose customers which 
allow to have greater dimensions of the single deal means to increase 
the  volume  of  transactions  and  to  maximize  the  returns  of  the 
investments dedicates to the Business Development. To have ” good 
“customers, beyond producing revenues, profits and liquidity during the 
time, constitutes good reference; in fact if the Sale Process, that is 
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involved a  customer  comes  carried  out  without  errors  and therefore 
without useless losses of time, this will be able to express a positive 
judgment about Accenture HR Services advising to other customers to 
demand a service to AHRS, and therefore improving the external image 
of the company. Besides to the external image, the customer improves 
also  inner  image  and  of  the  inner  climate:  the  satisfied  customers 
transmit positive marks that catch up the staff of the company, which 
mainly he is motivated and facing to the improvement.  Therefore the 
customers constitute for  the company a true and just  “an immaterial 
patrimony “, a resource that is possible to manage in dynamics way in 
such way to improve it and to value it during the time. 
The Sale Process therefore as it has been structured in these last 
times by  Accenture, it must allow to construct a deeper and longer term 
relationship  with  the  customer.  The  respect  of  this  aspect  is 
fundamental for the survival of a company; in fact a satisfied customer 
(trust of the customer) uses to demand more services and longer span 
in the time and it does not have interest to interrupt the relationship.    
This process is constituted from standardized and common to all 
the organization approaches, disciplines and instruments. The use of a 
terminology,  of  a language and of  a common procedure it  allows of 
being able to benefit of a series of advantages:
  more effective support to the Sale Process;
 the use of the best practices of AHRS WW;
 common methodology in order to face all the deal in 
       whichever geography;
 better resources allocation ;
 to assure the participation and the control of all the 
                   interested parts ;
  to increase the effectiveness of the control activities;
 allocation of the time and the engagement of the sale
       structures.
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Moreover the application of the methodologies of the Sale Process will 
allow a careful and constant acquaintance of the pipeline and will give 
the possibility to develop: 
 a short of and long term forecast
 a management of the decisions relative to the pipeline 
 the punctual acquaintance of the situation of every deal
The pipeline is graphical  tool that allows to know every deal at 
which stage of the process is found in that moment. This allows to have 
a vision in real time of the positioning of the customers along the Sale 
Process, so as to know the state of advance of every deal. 
5.3 SALE PROCESS
The  Sale  Process  describes  the  stages  through  which the 
opportunity develops itself from its beginning phase until the conclusive 
one: the process begins from the first contact with the customer and it is 
concluded with the phase of Transition,   that is  moment of  transition 
between acceptance of the offer and departure of the service. 
It  has to be specified that  all  the rights regarding the Sale 
Process, in then described, are reserved to the Accenture Group. 






and from others five stages (5 , 6, 7b, 7c, 7d ), which represent the 
phases in which deals can stop a time they escapes from the Sale 
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Process.  In fact for every activity there is the possibility to exit from the 
process. Graphically the Sale Process  can be represented like in the 
following figure (figure 6).
Copyright2006 Accenture HR Services. All rights reserved.
Figure 6.  Sale Process
AHRS internal pipeline reporting
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Stage  0  helps  to  identify  and  to  characterize  the  trade 
opportunities  and proportionate the engagements and the resources 
that will be dedicated to the Business Development.   Moreover during 
this stage, the potential opportunities are analyzed and this means to 
supply visibility of the deal size early and to give shape to the same 
deal,  so  as  to  manage  the  pipeline  in  a  better  way.  However  the 
opportunities found at stage 0 are still considering of general character 
and  they  do  not  allow  to  the  deal  of  being  included  in  Accenture 
pipeline.
Therefore the input of this first process is constituted from the first 
contact  with  the  customer  that  can  happen  in  various  ways  and  in 
output there is the will, for customer and for Accenture HR Services, to 
analyze the potentialities of the opportunity of business, the qualification 
of deal from OG part and the interest from part of the customer for the 
opportunity (figure 7).   
 
Figure 7. Stage 0 
STAGE 0
Both the customer and 
AHRS









The customer has 
expressed 
interest 
for the opportunity 
Qualified Deal and 
supported from OG
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This stage is made up of three phases:
A. To identify Business Opportunity
B. Test Opportunity with the Client
C. Perform Initial Qualification 
The phases 0a, 0b, 0c can be implemented in agreement with the 
Operating Group. The Operating Group is an unit of total responsibility 
that can take decisions relative to: 
1.   marketing, sales and distribution of the service;
2.   profits and losses.
Today Accenture has five Operating Group: Products, Resources, 
Communications & High Tech, Government, Financial.  
During the stage 0a those opportunities, that then must be object 
of  argument  with  the  OG  and  the  AHRS,  must  be  found.  These 
activities can result  from the screening of personal contacts, from the 
demands  of  customer,  from the  sharing  of  contacts  had  during  the 
external events. In this phase the Business Development function must 
compile the Model AS IS which it is a predefined document necessary 
to lead  the interview to the customer. Moreover the Solution Architect  
qualifies the resources both inner that external in order to estimate the 
potentialities of the opportunity of business, in order to characterize the 
available customer and to analyze the information about the industry in 
order  to  understand  the  interest  of  the  customer  for  the  potential 
opportunity,  to  search  capabilities/assets/alliances/the  experiences  of 
Accenture that could take to part to the search of one solution with the 
customer  and  estimate  the  interest  of  the  customer.   Always  the 
Solution Architect must compile three documents (Qualification Tool) 
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that they have the scope to estimate all the deal, and to put in evidence 
the pointers who suggest if he must or less to promote a deal.
The  “Identification  of  Business  Opportunity”  includes  the 
opportunities not still estimated that they have been identified through 
whichever type of search. 
The  successive  phase  (  Test  Opportunity  with  the  Client  )  it 
includes  the  opportunities  estimated  in  the  stage  0a  that  they  have 
demonstrated to have the greater potentialities. In this stage ( 0b ) the 
interest of the customer comes estimated and the useful routes come 
characterized to the development of the trade opportunity. In fact the 
Solution Architect analyzes the “context customer” and finds the times 
of realization of demands from the customer, trying to understand the 
needs,  the information,  the interests,  the ideas,  the demands of  the 
same customer, identifying the factors “key” that can influence on the 
solution.  In  this  phase  the  Solution  Architect  elaborates  the  New 
Business Template, a document in which comes inserted the following 
information:
 
 what is demanded
 a short abstract of the agreement, that it includes the following 
elements:
• Description of the agreement
• Temporal expirations
• High level economic data of 
 short description of the customer
 descriptions of the roles of the team that will take care itself of 
     the sale
 competitive environment 
 scope and solution of the deal
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This document must be approved before from the AHRS and then 
from the OG through a telephone call. In the case of authorization to 
proceed the official offer is sended to the customer; if the authorization 
were  partial,  causes  comes  analyzed  and  brought  the  modifications 
necessary  in  order  to  present  again  the  opportunity  during  the  first 
useful call.
The stage 0c (  Perform Initial Qualification  ) comes started once 
that it has been estimated the interest of the customer through direct 
conversations  and  using  the  instruments  for  the  qualification  of  the 
opportunity. The “key” questions that regard the qualification process 
are:
1. Is it a valid opportunity?
2.  Is the opportunity  qualified with the customer?
3. Are known the specific demands for the customer?
4. Is clearly the logical foundation used from the customer in order 
    to  make  the choice?
5. Do a strong relationship with the “decisive persons” of the
   customers  involved in the decisional process exists ?
6. Can AHRS give added value to the customer? 
The answers to these questions come estimated from the Solution 
Architect  through a document called Qualification Screening.  Always 
the  Solution  Architect  will  be  taken  care  to  supply  a  first  high  level 
solution to customer. During the stage 0 there is the possibility to exit 
from the Sale Process and to enter in the stage 5 ( On Hold ).  The 
opportunities cannot remain in this stage' more than 3 months. In case 
of persistent “freezing”, the opportunity comes therefore eliminated and 
inserted in the phase  7c with the appropriate comments. Only in the 
case of the customer shows a renewed interest in future, the deal will 
come re - opened travelling all phases over here described.  
 To  this  point  you  arrive  to  stage  1  in  which  the  value  of  the 
proposal and the strategy to adopt for the commercialization come 
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defined. When the deal catches up this stage, the following elements 
will have to be bring to a wide level of spread:
 the  scope  of  the  service,  the  geographic  presence  of  the 
customer, 
            number of dependents;
 the deal size;
 the number of FTE necessary in order to support the deal.
The  FTE  (Full  Time  Equivalent)  are  the  number  of  equivalent 
hours/man that are use to support a deal. Once that stage 1 has been 
covered  with  successful,  the  terms  of  the  trade  opportunity  can  be 
discussed  with the customer.  The opportunities are brought like a part 
of Accenture pipeline, but they are not included in the win rate metrics. 
If  opportunity  does not  pass  to  the  stage 2,  the  deal  is  considered 
declined.   The input of this stage is constituted from the output of the 
previous stage and the output is composed from the high level solution 
agreement with the OG, from  value proposal defined according to the 
needs of the customer and in agreement with the OG and from the will 
both customer and  Accenture to continue along the commercialization 
process ( figure 8 ).
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Figure 8. Stage 1 
Also  during  this  stage  the  Solution  Architect  must  use  the 
Qualification  Tool  in  order  to  estimate  the deal  so  as  to  be  able to 
continue the deal along the Sale Process. Moreover he organizes and 
leads the kick off meeting to which other professional figures participate 
(the  Solution  Management,  ERP  Lead/Specialist  Technology);  this 
meeting has following objects:
1. To define the scope and to shape a high level solution 
2. To identify the risks and the opportunities
     3. To discuss about the various options of the solution with the
          Solution  Architect 
     4. To demonstrate the value of the opportunity
     5. To modernize the Win Strategy 
     6. To deepen and to comprise all need of the customer in detail
     7. To estimate the various solutions for the Win Strategy  
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with OG 
The client and Accenture have decided to continue along the process
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    8. To interpret the needs of the customer relative to the ERP
9. To  plan  the  demands  for  the  service  for  potential 
technological 
      solution  
   10. To receive and to interpret the information about costs
                        11. To begin to create the Business Case based on the supplied 
     data
The Business Case is the tool that allows to value the price of the 
service  demanded from the  customer.  This  document  is  elaborated 
according to  the assumptions  found in  phase of  assessment  on  the 
base of which comes defined the perimeter  and the amplitude of the 
services. In the model therefore the values of productivity, of transition 
and set up ( the beginning phase of the service) come inserted. As far 
as  the  costs,  the  values  supplied  from  Accenture  come  taken  to 
reference.
Moreover,  in  this  phase,  the  Solution  Architect  modernizes  the 
Opportunities  Pipeline  (report  in  power  point  format  in  which  the 
companies “potential customers”  come listed, subdivided for stage that 
is for  state of advance of the deal) and elaborates the Deal Review 
Template.  The Deal  Review Template  is  among several  documents 
that must be written up in this process. To its inside the New Business 
Template comes inserted and added other information:
 Value Proposition for the customer 
 the shape of the deal
 the description of the roles of the staff that  will be taken care of 
  distribution of service
 Workforce Plan
 Quality Assurance review
 the risks of the operation and the assessment of the risk
 Business Case
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 CTA (for the great transactions and/or the transactions that 
involved   the capital,  a Corporate Transaction Analysis is  
typically  requested.
Once again, as it has happened for the New Business Template, 
through  a  telephone  call  the  authorization  to  proceed  is  demanded 
before to the AHRS and then to the OG.  If the authorization is negative 
or  partial,  the  causes  comes  analyzed,  brought  the  modifications 
necessary  in  order  to  present  again  the  opportunity  during  the  first 
useful  call.  As  a  result  of  the  outcome negative  of  the  demand  for 
authorization to proceed in the development of proposed, opportunity, 
AHRS cannot proceed in the development of the trade opportunity and 
therefore  the  deal  exits  from the  pipeline  being  codified  as  stage 6 
(AHRS declined ). The elimination of the opportunity to stage 1 does not 
have effects being lacking of win rate metrics.
 The Solution Validation compiles the Initial Assessment and the 
Solution Validation checklist; these two documents have as main scope 
that to characterize the customer. 
In stage 2, the customer and Accenture are in agreement on the 
fact that the business terms come discussed or a technical/economic 
proposal comes developed.
Moreover at this point of the process, you can begin to give shape 
to the deal, to plan a beginning solution and to define the professional 
figures between AHRS and the customer that work together in order to 
develop the solution and the economic proposal.  In  the end of  this 
phase, a complete high level economic offer will be addressed to the 
customer.  The  opportunities,  that  catch  up  stage  2,  are  written  in 
Accenture pipeline and make part of the win rate metric. The input of 
stage 2 are the output of stage 1, while the output is constituted from 
the  decision  from part  of  the  customer  to  begin  a   negotiation  with 
Accenture HR Services  (figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Stage 2 
The stage 2 is constituted of two phases:
A. Agree on Business terms or Develop Proposal
B. Clarify Proposal and Differentiate Solution
During the stage 0a ( Agree on Business terms or Develop Proposal ), 
after the demands of the customer the Client Team develops a value 
proposition. “Value proposition “ is a crucial aspect for the development 
of the opportunity that can be shaped as
 
1. Competitive
2. Menaged Competition 
3. Sole Sourced 
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The  Solution  Architect  must  identify  the  persons  who  will 
participate to the kick off  meeting in which the solution proposed to 
customer will come delineated and then it will come validated with the 
solution managers and services delivery. Moreover during this meeting 
the  position  of  the  competitor  will  have  to  be  understood  so  as  to 
prepare an appropriate answer and to identify the responsibilities for the 
various activities of the Transition, and HR IT (Information Technology).  
If  the  opportunity  is  sole  sourced  it  is  enough to  compare  with  the 
decision  makers  and  to  define  the  business  terms.  If  instead  the 
opportunity  is in a competitive context the answers, reassumed in the 
RFP, RFI, or expressed in other arguments with the customer, to the 
demands for the customer are defined and are introduced. The RFP  
(Request  for  Proposal)  and  the  RFI  (Request  for  Information)  are 
documents  that  come send from the  customer  to  AHRS in  order  to 
demand  information about Accenture HR Services.   The RFI is the first 
document  that  the  customer  sends  to  AHRS and  only  if  Accenture 
exceeds this first selection (Down - Select) then the customer will send 
the second document, by the analysis of which then the customer will 
choose the company that will distribute the service.
Moreover  the  Solution  Architect  must  see again  the  Transition 
Plan,  to  control  that  all  the  costs  reflect  all  the  members  of  the 
Transition Plan and the elements that constitute the solution.  Also in 
this phase, it is necessary to request  both to the AHRS and to the OG 
the  authorization  to  proceed  (  Deal  Review Approval  )   in  order  to 
examine  in  detail  the  opportunities  of  the  proposal  to  introduce  the 
customer. In the end of this stage, the Solution Architect can introduce 
the proposal to the customer.
While the Service Transition plans the approach to the transition, 
prepares detailed assessments and it makes sure that the approach to 
the transition is coherent with the demands for the Quality Assurance 
(QA).   The  ERP  Technology  Lead/Specialist  coordinates  all  the 
responsibilities for the planning of the aspects linked to technology and 
the Sales Operations allots resources in agreement with the Solution 
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Workplan, it  puts  in  evidence  the  synergies  and  the  conflicts  and 
modernizes the Opportunity Pipeline. The Account Manager see again 
the model of solution to confirm the operability and to identify the risks 
associates, it  defines the Value Proposition for the customer and for 
Accenture and controls that the approach to transition and the program 
are  coherent  with  the  risk  linked  to  the  operations,  to  the  financial 
considerations and to the demands of the customer. An important role 
in this phase is covered from the Solution Validation which validates the 
levels  of  service,  the  assessment  of  the  costs  and  the 
expirations/conditions of the business; moreover it  confronts the deal 
with  the  previous  deal,  verifies  the  ability  to  respect  the  times  of 
realization. The last activities that it carries out in this phase are those 
to hold informed the Service Lines, GDN and those are taken care of 
the transition,  to acquire sign off of the managers for the qualification of 
the solution (Transition and the Set up New Deal (TSND), Information 
Technology (IT), Or, Finance).
In the stage 2b ( Clarify the Proposal and Differentiate the Solution 
) the successive activities to the shipment of the offer come carried out, 
as an example the workshop with the customer.  The solution or the 
business  terms  can  be  redefined  to  satisfy  the  demands  for  the 
customer in optimal way and to see again the solution proposed with 
the economics. 
 In this stage the Solution Architect writes up the Solution Plan. 
The Solution Plan defines as the organization will supply value to the 
customer. It is constituted of following documents:
 Solution Plan Overview is a presentation deck that summarizes
    all key aspects of the solution for internal and/or client 
    presentations. It typically includes the scope, value proposition, 
     and headline business case. 
 Solution  Model is  the  end-state  (target)  delivery  model, 
covering
    location, scope of processes, personnel, etc.
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 Staffing Plan is a profile of the point-in-time staffing
                           needs of the entire engagement (operations, solution  
              realization, and transition) over the deal’s term. 
  Service Transition Approach is a high-level plan for 
            performing the transition effort. It provides the mobilization team 
            with a basis for developing the Service Transition Plan. 
 Solution Realization Approach describes the initiatives, 
            derived benefits, affected areas, and schedule and milestones 
            that create the target operations state. These initiatives are run
            as separate projects from the ongoing operations and from the 
            incremental continuous improvement initiatives within the 
            operating unit. 
 Assumptions Log is a master list of all assumptions 
              made in the course of developing all aspects of the solution  
              plan. 
  Risk Assessment Log is a master list of all risks and
              their associated costs or mitigation actions associated with all
              aspects of the solution. 
.
Moreover the Solution Architect prepares the phase of negotiation 
with the customer.  
The Business Development and Legal function prepares the Letter 
of  Intent  that  will  come underwrite  from the  customer  to  be  able  to 
proceed  to  the  start  of  the  set  up  jobs.  The  Letter  of  Intent  is  the 
document  that  comes underwrite  from the  customer  in  the  cases in 
which the period between the definition of the offer and the sign off of 
the contract it is particularly along, however to be able to proceed to the 
start  of  the  set  up  jobs.  Therefore  this  document  contains  a 
engagement from the customer to proceed to the contractual phase.
 The  Legal  function  completes  also  the  document  called  1370 
Scorecard  which  is  a  simple  way  to  communicate  the  main 
characteristics of the contract and moreover it serves to
 to make equal the risk with the advantages 
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 to promote/protect the intellectual baggage of Accenture
 protect the gain/margins of Accenture and to improve the 
                   returns
 to supply services that are allowed from the law
During the stage 2 the deal could exit from the Sale Process and 
enter in the stage 7b (  Disqualified or Lost )  if  AHRS had not been 
selected during the process. 
In  stage  3  the  negotiation  and  contractual  activities  come 
developed and this stage represents the final phase of the opportunity 
that will  be able to turn out winning or losing. The opportunities that 
catch up stage 3 are written in Accenture pipeline and make part of win 
rate metric. In the case of the contract has been signed, the OG must 
be  aligned for  the  accounts  and updated  the  opportunity  so  that  it 
reflects the final shape of the deal. 
If  the  opportunity  does  not  continue  to  stage  the  4,  the  final 
document for the closing of the deal comes written up. The input of this 
stage is represented from the decision of the customer to negotiate with 
Accenture HR Services and the output is constituted from the writing of 
the contract and the closing of the Sale Process ( figure 10 ). 
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Figure 10. Stage 3 
The Stage 3 comprises two activity:
A.    Perform Initial Negotiation
B.    Finalize Contract
During the stage 3a (Perform Initial  Negotiation )  the customer 
negotiates  with  all  the  competitors  that  have  been  chosen.  If  the 
customer decides to negotiate only with Accenture, the stage 3a will 
come jumped. 
In  the  stage  3a,  the  Solution  Architect  must   to  work  with  the 
Solution Manager in order to estimate the position of the competitor and 
to prepare an answer appropriated, to continue to redefine the activities 
of  assessment,  calculation,  costs,  prices  on  which  basing  a  formal 
negotiation and to estimate the interests of all the involved actors and to 
characterize  useful options to the attainment an agreement/acceptable 
compromise acceptable from all the parts interested to the negotiation. 
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The Solution Manager, instead, must characterize the position of the 
competitor and to supply elements useful for the Solution Architect to 
prepare an appropriate reply and to work with the Solution Architect in 
order to define in greater detail the scope of the opportunity, the costs, 
the expirations.
 At this point you could be exited the process and be entered in 
the stage 7c ( GBDD closed ) if  AHRS confirmed that the opportunity is 
considered not more active. 
In  the  stage  3b  (  Finalize  the  Contract)  the  customer  and 
Accenture carry out a final negotiation on the contract. 
The Solution Architect must work with other Solution Architects in 
the case of solutions multi - tower so as to integrate them. Therefore it 
is of its competence, the completion of the Delivery Centre Agreements 
and the preparation of the appropriate answers in order to reflect about 
the  fundamental  contractual  political  of  the  company.  The  Delivery 
Centre Agreements is the document that guarantees that Strategic BPO 
Delivery Centres effectively has satisfied the demands of the OG and of 
the  customer.  The  Supply  Agreement  process  has  the  objective  to 
manage the expectations of  the Centres and the OG. Therefore the 
Supply Agreement is an agreement between the Centre and the OG 
about how the Centre supplies the services to the OG according to their 
needs.
The Supply  Agreement is divided in three phases:
 SA1 ) enables the Delivery Centre to initiate the processing 
of  long  lead  time  items  (such  as  recruitment  and  client 
connectivity) in order to reduce the overall time to Go Live. 
SA1 is required only if there is a need to reduce the time to 
Go Live, and may be used for one or more of these high 
lead-time components as required. 
 SA2  is  signed when a  Letter  of  Intent  (or  an  equivalent 
agreement from the OG/BB that covers the Center’s costs) 
is  received from the  client  after  approval  of  the  detailed 
Service Design and agreement of the initial Transition Plan. 
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At SA2,  the Centre is able to commit space to the deal. 
Procurement  for  all  necessary  IT  equipment  commences 
and recruitment  begins  in  earnest  (where  applicable,  job 
offers are made for those positions identified at SA1.) The 
Agreement for BPO Centre Services (ABCS) is also signed 
at SA2.
 SA3  is the final  Supply Agreement and is typically made 
after  the OG/BB has signed a contract  (or  an equivalent 
formal agreement) with the client. The signed contract with 
the  client  is  not  mandatory  if  the  OG/BB  owns  the 
responsibility to bear the costs incurred by the Centre. All 
the items detailed at  SA2 are confirmed and/or  updated, 
and non-standard requirements if  any,  are agreed in  the 
form of the Addendum to the Agreement for BPO Centre 
Services. Space is contracted to the deal at this stage.
 The Solution Architect  must obtain once again the AHRS Deal 
Review  &  Approval  for  the  definition  and  the  negotiation  of  the 
contractual  document  and  the  consent  of  the  Operating  Group  and 
moreover to modernize the Pipeline Opportunity. 
The  Business  Development  function  carries  out  a  functional 
analysis regarding the detailed lists relative to the CCNL, to the norms 
and  to  the  inner  praxes  applied  from  the  company/customer.  Such 
activity is finalized to the production of technical detailed lists for the 
parameterization of the characterized solution. Besides to this it carries 
out the activities  of  formalization of  the inter -  functional mixed work 
group that it has the responsibility to implement the Set Up, of support 
to the Legal function for the drawing up of the contract and the relative 
encloses and it  agrees with the customer the Operating Regulations, 
taking advantage itself of the collaboration of the functions interested. 
The Operating Regulations is the document in which the modalities and 
the  times  of  distribution  of  the  service,  the  division  of  the  activities 
between customer and AHRS, SLA (service level agreement) and the 
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eventual  penitentiaries  and  additional  charge  for  lacked  respect  the 
levels of service agreed come defined. It makes part of encloses of the 
contract.
The Operation gives the ok to structure TSND ( Transition and set 
up New Deals) for the beginning of the start up of the service in the 
times defined from the contract. 
The Administration, Control and Purchases function gives the ok 
to the invoicing of the contract. 
During  this  stage  it  could  be  exited  from  the  process  if  the 
customer refused the offer and in this case it would be entered in the 
stage 7d  (The Client Withdrew the Opportunity ). 
The last  phase of the process is represented from the stage 4 
(Transition and Delivery); the input is equal to output of the previous 
stage and the  output  is  constituted  from the  supply  of  the  process 
( figure 11  ). 
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During this last stage, the Operation has the task to guarantee a 
plan in which the final solution approved from the Transition Team and 
the Operations Lead is described in detailed way and to the end of the 
transition , to control the criteria of closing of the transition. 
An  other  tool  to  use  during  all  the  Sale  Process  is  the  Sales 
Master Schedule ( figure 12 ).
Figure 12. Sales Master Schedule 
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The Sales Master Schedule is a section of the Accenture portal in 
which the key events of the process are inserted.  The events to insert 
are brought back in figure 13. 
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Appendice A – I tipi di eventi 
definiti
DEFINIZIONETIPO DI EV ENTODEFINIZIONETIPO DI EV ENTO
Any other event not listed.OtherDry runs conducted prior to the actual orals session.Orals - Prep
Dry runs conducted prior to the Workshop.Workshop – PrepAny pre-work before orals.Orals – Pre Work
Any pre-work before the w orkshop.Workshop – Pre WorkA meeting w here w e are invited to discuss our proposal in detail.Orals
A meeting w here the purpose is to gather information about 
the client.  Typically held during the RFI or RFP phase.
WorkshopAny prep w ork prior to the on-site reference.On-Site Reference Prep
Any team-w ide training event.TrainingA reference that is conducted face to face betw een the prospect 
and the client.
On-Site Reference
A review  of the Solution Strategy, prior to the detailed 
Solution development.
Solution Strategy SessionAccenture HR Services meeting to review  new  opportunities.New  Business Review  –
AHRS
A detailed review  of the proposed Solution for deals >$50M 
– Accenture HR Services.
Solution Deep Dive Review  
- >$50M
The planning/kick off meeting.  Typically for each phase (RFI, 
RFP.etc.)
Kick Off Meeting
Dry runs conducted prior to the site visit.Site Visit – PrepDate that w e expect to start due diligence.Due Diligence Start
Any pre-work before the site visit.Site Visit – Pre WorkDate the decision about the next step in the process is expected.Dow n Select
A visit to a delivery center.Site VisitOG deal review .Deal Review  - OG
The date the RFI/RFP is due.RFI/RFP Due DateAccenture HR Services deal review  for ALL deals – must be 
conducted prior to OG Deal Review .
Deal Review  – AHRS
The date the RFI/RFP w ill be released.RFI/RFP Release DateDry runs conducted prior to the actual client meeting.Client Meeting – Prep
The effort to respond to the RFI/RFP.RFI/RFP DevelopmentAny pre-work before the client meeting.Client Meeting - Pre 
Work
Any pre-work before the RFI/RFP is received.RFI/RFP Pre WorkA meeting to educate our client ab out the solutions and 
organization.
Client Meeting
Any pre w ork prior to the phone reference.Phone Reference – PrepAccenture’s deal review  for large deals.  Capital Committee 
Review
A reference that is conducted via phone.Phone ReferenceDate the decision about contract aw ard is expected.Aw ard Dates
Figure 13. Appendix A
The Sales Lead has the responsibility  to insert  these events in 
such way that all the Accenture world, entering to this link of the portal, 
can come to acquaintance of the advance state of deal.  In the Sales 
Master Schedule series of information go inserted about the deal:
 the type of event
 the date and the hour of the event
 the place in which the event is carried out
 the name of the person who is taken care of that event
 the demand for resources in the case it was necessary
This tool is not necessary only for the Accenture Group so that it is 
constantly to acquaintance of the distance that is covering the various 
deal, but his use is important also for Accenture HR Services because 
the Sales Master Schedule can be considered a instrument of check.  
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From the analysis of the Sale Process structure you can evict that 
the activity flow is coherent with the objective to have a Time to Market 
reduced between the phase of “first contact to the customer” and, if 
there is a successful outcome, the set up of the solution agreed with the 
customer. This allows to have a long-lasting competitive advantage in 
the comparisons of the contenders and at the same time to improve the 
level of service for the customer, increasing the level of satisfaction of 
the same one. 
5.4 SOLUTION ARCHITECT AND SOLUTION VALIDATION 
ROLE
Reading  the  previous  paragraph,  in  which  it  is  described  in 
detailed  way  the  phases  that  constitute  the  Sale  Process  with  the 
respective responsibilities and documents to write up, you can notice 
that  surely  the  Solution  Architect  figure  is  which  has  greater 
responsibilities than others one.
In fact generalizing you can assert that the Solution Architect has 
the task of:
 to identify the solution and to render attractive to the 
                   customer offering a service of HR BPO of value for the 
                  customer 
 to communicate the proposals to senior OG and the 
                  external client management 
 to assemble in the solution all the activities to make
 to characterize the costs of the solution
 to guarantee the just trade offer to give shape to all the 
                    economic aspects of deal (the price for the customer, etc)
The Solution Architect is an expert about finding a solution for the 
Accenture sale team. In fact it must be in possession of an exceptional 
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acquaintance  and  understanding  of  the  concepts  of  value  and  the 
various options that constitute the deal in order to catch up the scope of 
the solution. Moreover it must have the ability to stimulate the interest of 
the  customer  about  the  value  of  the  proposal  and  to  analyze  the 
solution  that  will  create  value  for  the  same  customer;  in  fact  the 
solution is an expert in planning the solution and in giving shape to the 
deal. Just for its experience, for its exceptional ability in coordinating 
activity  of  various  groups,  in  selling  and  creating  optimal  plans  of 
solution can be considered an expert in the definition of the solution 
both  from the  customer  and from Accenture.  An  other  fundamental 
characteristic that the Solution Architect must possess in order to carry 
out  its  job,  obtaining  high  levels  of  performance,  is  acquisition  of 
sophisticated  competences  of  communication  demanded  in  order  to 
interact and to sell the solution.     
The Solution Architect is adapted to work alone and to lead a team 
in order to plan the solution of a great and complex deal.   
Three levels of Solution Architect exist: 
 Senior SA ( Level A )
 Solution Architect  ( Level B and C )
 Solution Consultant  ( Level C )
The  Level  A  Solution  Architect  has  greater  experience  and 
competences  than  the  other  levels  and  therefore  greater 
responsibilities.  Naturally the responsibilities diminish when come down 
with the level, therefore coming down from B to C. 
In following the three tables (Table 1, 2, 3) come brought back in 
generic way the main tasks of competence for everyone of  three levels 
of the Solution Architect  and in which phases of the Sale Process  they 
must  be  carried  out  just  in  order  to  evidence  the  main  differences 
among the various levels of Solution Architect.
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Table 1
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Table 3
The other important professional figure of the Sale Process is the 
Solution Validation.  The responsibilities of the Solution Validation can 
be reassumed in the following points:
 it will audit, the argument of the opportunity with the guide of 
the  Business  Development  and  the  Sales  Opportunity 
Qualification Tool prepared from the Business Development 
and the Solution Architect
 it  will  estimate,  the  Initial  Qualification  in  the  Solution 
Validation Checklist. 
 it will advise, during the Deal Review call of the Wednesday 
he  will  send  a  mail/will  discuss  about  deal  with  the 
Operations Executive, giving the councils if to proceed or to 
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5.5 PROCEDURE OF SALE PROCESS STRUCTURE
The procedure has been written in Italian language because it will 
be used from staff of Accenture HR Services in Rome.
This procedure is a document constituted of files in Power Point 
format ( figure 15 ). It is chosen to use this type of format just in order to 
render it “lean “ and therefore faster to read. In fact this type of format 
forces  who  uses  it  to  insert  in  clear  and  coincided  way  all  the 
information.  This  allows  to  have  a  procedure  containing  only  the 
information necessary in order to carry out the Sale Process correctly 
and it does not demand either long times for the reading of the entire 
document.  Moreover  the  fact  to  insert  only  the  important  and 
fundamental informations for the development of the job concurs with 
the reader to fix in the mind only the information of which he has need 
and not to get lost uselessly during the reading.  Just in order to favour 
this  aspect  outlines,  that  reassume concepts,  have been inserted to 
favour the visual memory. 
However the fact of wanting to create a procedure that it had to its 
inside only the essential  information, does not  have compromise the 
thoroughness of the same one. In fact the processes come described 
with a high level of detail because the reader had “to be lead for hand 
“in the description of the entire Sale Process. 
An other aspect that has been kept in consideration during the 
drawing up of the procedure is the fact to write a document clearly that 
it had easy to be comprised from all the staff.  The reader must be able 
to read the document and to the end of the reading not to have no 
doubt about how carrying out the various activities, when to carry out 
them and about the professional figure that must complete.  
An other characteristic of this procedure is the fact to be standard: 
it can be used for  whichever type of deal, in such way to have an only 
procedure for all the types of customers and services to distribute. 
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 Therefore it can be concluded that the elements that characterize 
this procedure are:
 lean (contains only the necessary information)
 thoroughness (high level of detail)
 clarity (comprehensible for all the staff)
 standard (applicable for all the types of deal)
Copyright © 2006 Accenture HR Services.  All rights reserved.
PROCESSO DI VENDITA
Ottobre 2006   
Figure 14. First page of procedure
The procedure is constituted approximately from one hundred and 
fifty Power Point files. 
Naturally  as all  the documents at  the beginnig,  the index have 
been inserted with lists with all the arguments faced. 
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In order to render participating the reader about new objects and 
the new strategies that Accenture HR Services means to pursue, one 
slide just in order to inform it of these new changes has been used.  In 
fact the goals that the Company means to catch up, have been lists for 
points (figure 16).  This slide has been added because therefore the 
staff can comprise and therefore to accept the fact that must be used a 
new procedure for the Sale Process; moreover, in this way, he can also 
comprise easier the reason for which new tools are changes and above 
all  are  added,  therefore  with  new  indicators  and  new  thresholds  of 
acceptance for the customers qualification different from the past.
7Copyright © 2006 Accenture HR Services.  All rights reserved.
AHRS Business Development
Strategie ed obiettivi 
• Ambito geografico ( globale )
• HR BPO completo o multi – processo 
• Approccio basato su ERP ( SAP, Oracle )
• Focus sui costi e sul valore
• Accenture Best e Hypergrowth clients
• Focalizzarsi su ciò che sappiamo fare
• Dare priorità ai Paesi basati su una massa critica di 
opportunità
• Sviluppare soluzioni coerenti con le richieste del 
mercato
Figure 15. Strategies and objectives slide
After  this  slide  the  slide  relative  to  the  Scope  and  field  of 
application has been inserted; in this slide the scopes of the document, 
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the future field of application of the procedure and future developments, 
that is the fact that will have need of continuous reviews, come listed for 
points (figure 16).
8Copyright © 2006 Accenture HR Services.  All rights reserved.
AHRS Business Development
Scopo e campo di applicazione 
La procedura in oggetto ha lo scopo:
• di descrivere le attività, le responsabilità e gli strumenti necessari 
per il corretto svolgimento del Processo di Vendita che va dalla
fase di identificazione dell’ opportunità di business fino alla fase 
di chiusura del contratto
• di garantire una maggiore facilità di azione tra le funzioni 
interessate
• di creare valore aggiunto per il cliente in un’ ottica di 
miglioramento continuo, in linea con i principi alla base di un 
corretto Sistema di Gestione della Qualità
• di aiutare il team che si occupa delle vendite ad allinearsi alle 
nuove strategie di AHRS WW
• Poiché l’ ambiente in cui opera AHRS è in continua evoluzione, il 
Gruppo in futuro potrà sentire l’ esigenza di cambiare le strategie 
ed il modo di lavorare e quindi la  procedura dovrà subire le 
opportune revisioni. 
Figure 16. Scope and field of application slide
Subsequently four slides have been dedicated (of  which one is 
constituted  of  a  design  that  represents  the  entire  Sale  Process  in 
complete way). In the first of three slides the process comes defined 
and described shortly, objects come written that they are wanted to be 
caught up using this process and the reasons for which goes carried out 
( figure 17).
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Processo di Vendita
3 /4 
• Il Processo di Vendita descrive gli stadi attraverso i quali si  sviluppa un’
opportunità dalla sua fase iniziale fino a quella conclusiva. Inoltre aiuta i 
gruppi che si occupano della vendita ad applicare un’ idea  rigorosa e 
coerente con le strategie di gruppo generali per aumentare  le 
probabilità di successo e razionalizzare i costi di BD.
• Gli stadi del processo sono stati definiti per individuare con esattezza il 
posizionamento del deal lungo il percorso di commercializzazione. 
L’ applicazione delle metodologie del processo di vendita permettera’
un’accurata e costante conoscenza della pipeline e darà la possibilità di 
sviluppare : 
• una previsione di breve e lungo termine 
• una gestione delle decisioni relativa alla pipeline 
• la puntuale conoscenza della situazione di ogni deal
Figure 17. Sale Process slide
To this point it is passed to the description of each single stage in 
which the process is composed.  In a slide it has been written a short 
description (generally for points) of the purposes that are wanted to be 
caught up through that stage. An other slide contains the elements in 
input and those in output that they interest that phase of the process 
through a simple outline (figure 18).  
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Figure 18. Stage slide
In  the  case  of   the  stage  was  constituted  of  more  phases 
contained in one slide, the phases come listed that constitute it with the 
relative names; moreover always using a single slide for every phase, 
each of these  comes described.
For every phase the single activities come listed that compose it 
and for each one indicated the professional figure that must carry out it; 
the activities have been written in chronological order, that is respecting 
the  temporal  order  in  which  they  must  be  carried  out  inside  of  the 
process.  These  informations  have  been  brought  back  using  of  the 
tables (figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Activity and Responsibility slide
After to have brought back all the activities that compose a single 
phase,  all  tools  come listed  that  must  be  use  in  order  to  carry  out 
correctly that phase of the process. 
Naturally, as it is easily deducible, this procedure is used in order 
to describe the entire process.
To  this  point  it  has  been  added  a  appendix  containing  the 
glossary,  the list  of  the tools and the description of  each single tool 
(figure 20).
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APPENDICE
Figure 20. Appendix
In the glossary the acronyms used in the procedure have been 
brought  back  with  the  respective  explanations.  The  list  of  the  tools 
naturally is represented of the complete list of the tools to use brought 
back in chronological order respect to the phases of used.  Regarding 
the description of documents, this has been made bringing back shortly 
the scope of the document,  the professional  figure that  must  use or 
write up them, in which phase of the process must be used and the 
name of the file in which the model of the same document can be found 
again.  In  fact  the  various  documents  in  standard  format  have  been 
inserted in the server inside of the file.  
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5.6 PROCEDURE CHANGES MADE DURING ITS DRAFT
The decision to  write the procedure in  Power Point  format  has 
been taken since the first moment. In fact the characteristics that must 
have the procedure were clear still before beginning the drawing up and 
therefore, as it  has been wide explained in the previous paragraphs, 
this type of format surely was adapted to satisfy them. 
The first version of the procedure has been written inserting some 
slides  soon  that  explained  what  was  changing  in  Accenture  HR 
Services  above  all  from  the  point  of  view  of  the  way  to  work  and 
therefore of interaction with the customer and the Accenture Group.
To  this  point  it  was  passed  to  the  description  of  two  more 
important  roles  for  the  Sale  Process  covered  from  two  various 
professional figures: the Solution Architect and the Solution Validation. 
Just for the greater responsibilities covered from the first one of the two, 
greater  space  had  been  dedicated  to  the  Solution  Architect.  The 
description of the respective responsibilities and roles had been made 
in generic way without to list all activities of their competence making 
part of the process. 
Once inserted the glossary, it was passed to the description of the 
Sale Process.
Through two slides the first definition of the process was given: in 
the first slide process was described and in the second one a design 
was  used  (the  same  one  that  you  can  find  again  in  the  definitive 
version) so as to represent the process in its entirety by a scheme.
By the same procedure used in the final version it is passed to the 
description  of  each  single  stage  and  therefore  of  all  phases  that 
compose the various stages. 
Initially the activities had been written not in chronological order, 
but  group  together  them,  inside  of  one  same phase,  based  on  the 
belongings responsibilities: for every professional figure, beginning from 
the most important, the Solution Architect, the activities came grouped 
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all.  It  had  been  decided  to  proceed  in  this  way  because  inside 
documents found in the portal for all the activities in which point of the 
Sale Process they had to be carried out, it was not specified; since in 
the beginning phase logical thread by which Accenture has planned this 
new process still had to be comprised, this method is preferred to use.
Also according to activity number, this did not correspond to the 
amount of activity written in the last drawing up. In fact, above all during 
the first four months of training (from June to September) the Accenture 
portal has endured continuous modifications regard to the tools and the 
activities of the Sale Process.  Often it happened that in the portal a 
folder was inserted whose name indicated a new tool to use and then 
clicking on the folder it discovered that the tools still had to be inserted 
since  were  still  in  phase  of  preparation.  Or  it  could  be  come  to 
acquaintance  of  new  tool  through  of  the  call  in  which  it  could  be 
comprised that new documents would have been inserted in future in 
the portal.  Among these documents still in phase of preparation it was 
one  quite  fundamental  for  the  corrected  development  of  the  Sale 
Process:  the  Solution  Plan.  This  tool,  that  it  is  constituted  of  other 
documents, like you can grasp intuitively by the own name serves in 
order  to define the solution and therefore to  propose a plan for  the 
solution. This document is so important that if it had to lack, Accenture 
would not give the authorization to proceed in the process for those 
deal. As regards the tools, in the first version of the procedure it had 
been inserted to  the place of  the Model  AS IS,  an other document, 
called HR Data Gathering Questionnaire, that it had always the function 
to  collect  the  data relative  to  the customer.  After  a  call  made from 
Manager of the Business Development with the Sales & Strategy Lead 
of Accenture HR Services it was the confirmation that it was possible to 
continue to use the old document, that is the Model AS IS inserted in 
the procedure of  commercialization. 
In the end of the procedure the list of the tools had been inserted 
and a short description of everyone. The appendix had not been used.
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In  the  second  version  of  the  procedure,  instead,  the  appendix 
containing  the  glossary,  the  list  of  the  tools  and  the  description  of 
everyone of them has been inserted. 
The beginning explanation of the Solution Architect and Solution 
Validation figures, before they have been inserted in appendix and then 
they have been eliminated definitively from the procedure. This decision 
has  been  taken  because  these  two  descriptions  could  only  render 
longer and therefore to weight down the procedure without to supply 
value added to the document. In fact you can come to acquaintance 
about  the  activities  from  they  carried  out  and  about  the  respective 
responsibilities  reading  the  rest  of  the  procedure  and  therefore  the 
description that defined in generic way the roles seemed superfluous.  
At this point it is arrived to the final version.   In this version it is 
preferred to eliminate the beginning slide relative to the change of the 
way to work from Accenture HR Services, preferring to these, one only 
slide in which the new strategies and objects of the society are listed for 
points. Moreover a slide relative to the scope, the field of application 
and future developments regarding the procedure have been inserted 
also.
This last version has been written during the month of September 
and, for this period, Accenture had completed the insertion in the portal 
of  all  tools of  the Sale Process.  Therefore in this  version a greater 
number  of  activity  can be found to  carry  out  regarding the previous 
versions.  Moreover  in  this  last  drawing up  the  activities  have been 
written in chronological order. This choice has been made because for 
who uses this procedure like a guide  for the corrected development of 
the Sale Process, it is sure more comfortable to read the activities in the 
temporal order respecting which he must carry out them.  In fact if the 
activities had not  been written  with this  method the interested staff 
however would have had to reorder them alone.
  An  other  important  change  endured  from  the  procedure  the 
insertion of the Sales Master Schedule activities has been. In fact also 
in the second version this tool had not been still inserted because in the 
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past Accenture HR Services used the Salesforce.com. This last  one 
came used to the end of every month in order to send  a report about 
the state of advance of each deal  to the Group leader. In this report for 
each deal it is inserted the deal size and in which stage of the Sale 
Process each deal it was found. Instead by the Sales Master Schedule, 
the modernization about the state of  advance of the deal  it  must be 
made  with greater frequency because all key events must be inserted 
(are forty two at all)  regarding everyone. 
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6.  SALE PROCESS PROCEDURE: 
PROBLEMS, ADVANTAGES AND FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
At  this  chapter  the problems met during the drawing up of  the 
thesis,  the  numerous  advantages  deriving  from  the  use  of  this 
document  and the future developments that regard the procedure will 
come illustrates.
The problems, as you can evict also from the reading of previous 
chapters, are linked above all to the fact that this process is completely 
new and therefore the only useful information for being able to comprise 
you could find only consulting the Accenture portal;  portal that came 
updated that it  was continued with the drawing up of the procedure. 
Moreover, having the old Sale Process endured a radical change, also 
the persons who have been worked for years in the trade field have 
found some difficulties to assimilate and therefore to adapt itself to this 
new methodology. 
However  the  effort  made  in  order  to  bring  back  the  myriad  of 
information  scattered  in  the  portal,  in  a  lean,  clear,  essential  and 
standard procedure has been repaid from the advantages deriving from 
the use of the same procedure. 
In future this procedure will  have to endure continuous reviews 
because  the  continuous  changes  of  the  atmosphere  in  which  the 
company works imposes it to change the strategies, the way to work 
and  therefore  also  the  procedures  that  represent  for  the  staff  the 
handbook to follow during the development of a process. 
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6.2  PROBLEMS MET DURING THE DRAFT OF PROCEDURE
The information contained in the procedure have been collections 
sailing on the Accenture portal. This portal comes dawned continuously 
from the staff of Accenture and therefore every day they can be found, 
in various links of the site, always new news or modernized information. 
The fact that the site was continuously in phase of modernization has 
been surely one of the elements that it has hindered fast drawing up of 
the procedure. In fact  some folders present in the portal contained files 
in which the users are  informed about the existence of new tool that 
still  were  in  phase  of  elaboration.   Naturally  this  did  not  allow  to 
continue in the insertion of the activities in the document and forced to 
wait for that the situated came dawned.   Therefore knowing about the 
existence of some files still “work in progress “every day it was sailed in 
the portal in order to see the last eventual innovations. 
About the existence of new document differently from current ones 
in the old procedure of commercialization it was come to acquaintance 
also by call;  also in this case daily it was gone to see on the portal if the 
models of these new tools could be unloaded. 
Some of these, given their importance, came illustrate through the 
Power Point presentations in which series of   useful information useful 
to be able to place them without  to make mistakes inside Sale Process  
came  supplied.   About  others  tool,  instead,  only  the  model  came 
brought back without to specify which professional figure must write up 
it and in which phase it must be used. The lack of these informations 
has created difficulties because it could provoke the escape of those 
deal from the process. In fact  the lacked presentation of a tool, during 
the various phases in which the Group leader had the task to estimate 
the deal, and in case of positive appraisal, to give the authorization to 
proceed,   it could compromise the acquisition of a new customer.
When the Sale Process is begun with a customer and it is begun 
to estimate the opportunity of the business, one of the first agreements 
that Accenture HR Services makes with the customer regards the 
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definition of  the relative temporal  expirations regarding  the phase of 
Transition;  that  is  AHRS is  engaged to  begin the  distribution  of  the 
service within a period of time.  If Accenture, during one of the activities 
of  authorization  to  proceed,  did  not  have  to  give  the  ok  in  the 
prosecution of  the process,  this  unavoidably it  would provoke of  the 
delays.   In  fact  in  the  case of  Accenture HR Services  could not  go 
ahead in the process, this would involve the argument of the causes of 
the lacked authorization to continue and therefore the resolution of the 
annexed problems.  These issues in some cases can easy be resolved 
and therefore in a short time,   without to compromise the agreement 
with the customer; instead, in other cases, the lacked respect the fixed 
temporal expirations previously can provoke the loss of the customer. 
Naturally these situations go avoided because it does not provoke only 
the lack of new revenues due to the losses of the new customer, but it 
provokes also a loss of image for the company.    
Also  the  search  of  documents  inside  of  the  Accenture  portal  has 
introduced difficulties.   This site has to its inside the function “search “ 
that it allows to insert the name of the files that the user means to read 
and in output it  would have to supply all files in the portal containing to 
their inside at least one of the words written.   
An other difficulty met during the drawing up is tied to the fact that 
this process is completely new and longer and more complex than the 
old Sale Process.  The staff that it has years of experience in the field of 
the commercialization activities, over the period of little months it has 
been found to have to change way to work. In fact this new process 
imposes to follow a more rigorous methodology than the old one.  For 
the  qualification  of  the  customers  they  completed  various  tables  of 
validation and not  only during the first  phase of  the process,  that  is 
during the phase of Qualification, but also subsequently during stage 1.  
 A  greater  number  of  documents  go  completes  in  which  the  final 
solution  is  defined  to  several  levels  and  that  demands  a  greater 
engagement from the team that takes care itself of the deal.  Moreover 
during the entire process the elaborated solution endures of the 
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continuous  reviews,  modifications  and  appraisals  before  being 
introduced  to  the  customer  and  therefore  to  begin  the  phase  of 
negotiation.  Only  during  an  occasion  it  has  happened  that  all  the 
documents  had  not  been  introduce  during  a  call  for  the  request  of 
authorization to proceed from Accenture. Although that, just because 
this episode is happened during the first period of introduction of the 
new tools, the authorization has been granted.  The fact that this has 
been  the  sole  episode,  it  is  to  emphasize  that  the  beginning  small 
difficulties have been exceeded from the staff soon. It goes also said 
that the guide and the support of the Business Development Manager 
have been fundamental  in  order  to  exceed the beginning difficulties; 
participating often  to  calls  in  which it  was discussed about  the new 
strategies and the Sale Process, it has been the first one to understand 
the  critical  points  of  the  process  and  above  all  the  reasons  of  this 
radical change.  That has allowed to make to understand it to its team 
the advantages deriving from this new approach to the process and to 
guide them in the job, obtaining high levels of performance from them. 
The innovation of the new Sale Process has been a factor that it 
has provoked the difficulties to the drawing up of the procedure.  In fact 
I have had to work in autonomously in sale team because the greater 
part  of  the  information,  that  I  was  recovering  from the  portal,  were 
disowned to the rest of  the team.   Naturally,  in order to insert  some 
documents, I have asked also the opinion of the Business Development 
Manager,  who  has  been  of  valid  aid  since  it  has  given  the  useful 
indications to me about how placing those tool in the process.  Other 
times instead me may I  allow to take decisions in absolute autonomy 
because for a long time now that I was taking care of the process and 
therefore I was in a position to make choices without aid. An example is 
the introduction of the Sales Master Schedule activities in the Accenture 
portal.   Accenture has characterized forty two key events to consider 
and it has brought back them in attached to a presentation in which it 
explained how inserting them in the site; Accenture HR Services, just 
for the type of job that it carries out, it  does not have need to complete 
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all those activities and therefore it is due to make a selection and then 
to distribute the all chosen events inner phases of which the process is 
made up.  
In conclusion it can be asserted that the main problems met during 
the drawing up of the Sale Process are linked to the Accenture portal 
because  are  in  continuous  modernization  and  the  various  tools  are 
scattered here and here in the site and then the other difficulty has had 
to the radical change endured from the process.  
6.3  ADVANTAGES RESULTED FROM THE USE OF 
        NEW PROCEDURE
The new procedure, as it has been explained in previous chapter, 
has following characteristics:
 lean (contains only the necessary information)
 thoroughness (high level of detail)
 clarity (comprehensible for all the staff)
 standard (applicable for all the types of deal)
The qualities listed over, remarkablly facilitate the development of 
the Sale Process.  
In fact the use of procedure with these characteristics first of all 
allows to  create added value for  the customer.  This  aspect,  brought 
from the document in issue, is fundamental for a company that operates 
in  a  extremely  competitive atmosphere.  In  order  to  maintain  a  long-
lasting  and  defensible  competitive  advantage,  the  companies  must 
supply a product or service that adds value to the same service.  The 
team that takes care of the sales has the possibility to have a guide so 
as to avoid to make errors. The happen of delays, modifications and 
losses  of  time  during  the  development  of  the  process,  generates 
dissatisfactions naturally, complaints from customer, diminishing 
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remarkablly the level of service. A dissatisfied customer can not only 
decide to continue in the Sale Process relatively to that  service, but 
surely she will not demand more services to the same society. 
A loss of image can have repercussions many negatives also for a 
company  leader  in  the  field  of  the  consulting  like  Accenture  HR 
Services. A disappointing performance from the company not only goes 
to  penalize  the  external  image  of  the  company,  but  also  the  inner 
image.  In fact it can discourage the personal inside which can diminish 
the own performances because it believes to work for a company that 
does  not  succeed  to  catch  up  high  levels  of  quality  as  far  as  the 
development of the processes. Just in order to avoid all these negative 
consequences to the company, in the procedure also various review 
and check points  of  the  critical  activities  of  the  process,  have been 
inserted, for  example for the definition of  the solution to propose the 
customer, in way to be sure of the correctness of the caught up result. 
The fact to standardize through the procedure the activities that go 
to constitute the Sale Process,  is  online with  a corrected System of 
Quality  Management  in an optical  of  continuous improvement of  the 
services  offered  to  the  customer.  Always  coherently  with  these 
principles the procedure has been saved on the inner server so that all 
the staff could read it, also who is not taken care of the activities of the 
trade function. Therefore to have a Sale Process of quality it means to 
have  a  process  that  above  all  it  avoids  taking  place  of  losses  of 
economic nature and of image and consequently making to increase 
the satisfaction of the customer.   A satisfied customer is disposed to 
establish a deep and long term relationship with the company bringing 
liquidity and favouring also the acquisition of new customers because it 
can diffuse a positive judgment inside the market about the company. 
The standardization has also the advantage of being able to use 
an  only  document  being  able  to  manage  all  types  of  business 
opportunity.  This  favours  and  simplifies  the  consultation  of  the 
procedure from the staff because it is not looked at forced to have to 
consult more documents discouraging remarkablly the use of the 
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procedures. Besides to the standardization, also the chosen structure 
for the drawing up of the document favours the consultation. The Power 
Point format, the use of outlines and tables makes the procedure lean 
and therefore it renders pleasant its reading to the staff.  The search of 
a layout, a structure and a clear and easy understanding language has 
been one of main objects above all that I  prefixed for the drawing up, 
considering the complexity of the new Sale Process .  In fact the high 
number  of  activities  to  carry  out,  and  therefore  of  interested 
personages and the size of tools to use and documents to write up, 
could have rendered the consultation of the procedure much heavy also 
for  persons who have to  the various experiences in  the field  of  the 
commercialization activities. 
The procedure, beside allowing to carry out the process without to 
commit errors and avoiding annoying delays for the customer, concurs 
also of being able to carry out faster than it would happen in a context in 
which no document is used.   In fact the clarity in the definition of the 
activities to carry out and the responsibilities attributed to each of these, 
allows a faster and better resources allocation , so as to increase the 
efficiency in the development of the process.  If  each member of the 
team that takes care of a specific deal, knows what must make, and 
above  all  everyone  knows  the  goals  that  must  catch  up,   the  job 
continues   fluidly.  The knowledge  from part  of  everyone about  own 
objects favours the self- control activity. This aspect is determining for 
the  competitiveness  of  a  company.  The  self  -  control  is  favourable 
because the persons know that they are making an error and therefore 
the error can be corrected, while they are still carrying out the activity, in 
way not to commit mistakes. Naturally this situation avoids delays in the 
job because it serves that activity in order to make up for to the error 
come carried  out  and consequently  does not  get  worse the level  of 
service. The clarity in the description of the various ones is made to 
cross in the process allows also to understand exactly in which point of 
the process an eventual mistake can have happened and therefore 
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allows to increase the speed of necessary times to the resolution of the 
taken place problem.  
The description of all the activities to carry out and the definition of 
the relative responsibilities guarantees a greater facility of action among 
the  interested functions.   In  fact  the procedure  defines  clearly  which 
activities must be carried out from various professional figures at the 
same time. 
The procedure,  being  an  effective  instrument  of  support  to  the 
Sale  Process,  allows  also  the  team  that  takes  care  of  the 
commercialization of the service, to align itself to the new strategies of 
Accenture HR Services to world-wide level. Therefore the knowledge 
from the staff about  the various scopes that are wanted to be caught up 
carrying out the process differently from the past a factor to advantage 
of the company is sure.  In fact the persons,  if they know the reasons 
for which some activities must be carried out, and therefore motivation, 
carries out them with greater knowledge catching up better levels than 
performance. The understanding of the goals that the company wants 
to catch up, allows to exceed easily  and with greater determination the 
inertia to change that can often regard above all the staff with years of 
working  experience.   Moreover  this  greater  knowledge increases the 
engagement of the persons wanting to understand until in bottom the 
new process, in way from being able to carry out it correctly since the 
first successive period to the introductory phase. It is right to emphasize 
that the introduction of the new strategies has been favourite besides 
that from the procedure also from the work of spread carried out from in 
charge  of  the  Business  Development  function  that,  in  the  period  in 
which the procedure was still in phase of drawing up, he has guided its 
team in way to carry out the process correctly in the respect of the new 
lines guides imposed from Accenture.  
This  procedure  always allows also  to  have under  -  control  the 
state  of  advance  of  the  various  deals  of  the  company.  In  fact  the 
pipeline ( graphical in which the positioning of each deal along the Sale 
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Process comes illustrated ) must be modernized continuously  and this 
gives the possibility to develop:
 a short and long term forecast 
 a management of the decisions relative to the pipeline 
 the punctual acquaintance of the situation of every deal
Therefore, reassuming, the advantages deriving from the use of 
this procedure can be represented in the following way ( figure 21 ).
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Figure 21. Advantages resulted from the use of new procedure
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6.4  FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
During the last  few years we are assisting to  a  continuous and turbulent 
change of the atmosphere in which the companies operate.  In order to adapt 
itself to the evolution of the markets, the enterprises feel the requirement to 
face the business and to manage the various processes differently from they 
made in past.  The reasons that have caused these changes reside above all 
in the fact that the companies have a various approach towards the market 
differently from it happened in passed: explicit and implicit requirements of 
the customer determine the behaviours of the company.   The demands for 
the market because of a greater competition, that gives the possibility to the 
customer  to  have  a  greater  choice,  are  more  and  more  demanding  and 
several.   Therefore if the companies want to remain competitive they must 
adapted itself quickly to the continuous and always various demands for the 
customers. 
In the light of this continuous evolution of the market, also Accenture 
HR Services, although it is a Company leader in the field of consulting, in 
future it will be able to feel the need to pursue new strategies and objects, 
online with  the changes,  in  order  to  maintain  and possibly  to  improve its 
position on the market.
Consequently it will be found forced to modify some aspects of the new 
Sale  Process.   It  will  be  able,  for  example,  to  change  to  the  metrics  of 
appraisal  of  the customers making part  of  the group of documents called 
Qualification  Tool.   In  fact  it  could  decide  to  pursue  new  classes  of 
customers, that is opportunity of business that they allow to have different 
returns  differently  from  present  ones  or  companies  having  a  number  of 
dependents  or  however  characteristic  differently  from  current  ones. 
 Therefore this  means to modify  both the criteria  with  which estimating a 
customer and the level of acceptability.  Or it could decide to write up some 
documents  only  for  some customers  who have determined characteristic, 
and for the others, because a relationship of confidence with these last ones, 
and therefore it is not thought necessary to make ulterior appraisals. 
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If the Accenture Group thought necessary to make changes of this type 
the staff making part of the Business Development function, it would be found 
forced to adapt  itself  to this evolution of  the Sale Process and therefore, 
unavoidably, the procedure would go modified. 
Therefore the current procedure must not be considered as a definitive 
document, that it can be “frozen”, but it is a document, that it can be used 
calmly  during  the  present  situation,  but  in  future  it  will  be  able  to  need 
reviews.   This  politics  of  drawing  up  and  therefore  modernization  of  the 
procedures, is coherent with a corrected Quality Management System in a 
viewpoint of continuous improvement. 
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7.  CONCLUSIONS
The  objective  of  my  project  has  been  that  one  to  supply  a 
procedure that described activities, responsibilities and tools of the new 
Sale Process so as to support the job that must be carried out from the 
Business Development function.
Before to begin my job I have defined which had to be the qualities 
that had to characterize this document:
    lean ( to contain the necessary information only )
 thoroughness ( high level of detail )
 clarity  ( comprehensible for all the staff )
 standard ( applicable for all the types of business 
           opportunity )
Initially I have tried to collect all the information regarding the new 
strategies imposed from Accenture HR Services to  world-wide level; 
just the introduction of these new strategies, in fact, has generated the 
requirement to shake completely the old process of commercialization 
and replacing it  with new one, more complex than the previous one. 
Always during this first phase, I have also found all information and all 
the necessary material regarding the Sale Process for the drawing up of 
the  procedure.   The  used  sources  have  been  the  Accenture portal 
( network site of the Accenture Group whose approached it is classified 
to  the  personal  inside  only  )  and  telephone  call  with  the  greater 
representatives of the Accenture Group.  
I have succeeded to create a procedure, with  the characteristics 
before listed, by a corrected and shrewd chosen of the format and the 
structure   to give to the document, the use of tables and outlines that 
facilitate the consultation and understanding and the use of a common 
and  comprehensible  language  and  terminology  for  all  the  staff  of 
Accenture HR Services. 
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The procedure has been approved with satisfaction by the Business 
Development Manager of Accenture HR Services because it has brought a 
series of advantages to the company. In fact the document in issue, first of 
all, allows to create added value for the customer because supplies to the 
sale team a guide in order to carry out correctly the job avoiding taking place 
of errors, modifications and losses of time.   This aspect is fundamental for 
the  successful  of  company  that  it  operates  in  a  competitive  environment 
because, to be able to carry out the process efficiently, means to avoid taking 
place of losses of economic nature and above all of both inner and external 
image of the company.  Moreover the clarity in the exposure of phases, that 
constitutes the process, renders the consultation of the document in issue, 
fast  and of immediate understanding, in spite of the complexity of the new 
process and, at the same time, improves the efficiency of the control activity, 
favouring  also  the  activity  of  self  -  control  from  each  employee.   Other 
important characteristic of the procedure is the fact to be standard in such 
way  to  concur  the  consultation  of  a  sole  procedure  to  be  able  to  face 
whichever type of business opportunity. 
The main problems met during my stage are mainly linked to the work 
of  research  carried out  sailing  in  the  Accenture portal  and to  the  radical 
innovation of the process that is longer and more complex than used one in 
the past.  At the moment of my arrival in company, the Group leader was still 
inserting information regarding to the Sale Process in the portal. The fact that 
this site was continuously in phase of modernization, has hindered a fast 
drawing up of the procedure because to be able complete, it had been forced 
to  wait  for  that  the  site  was modernized and that  the new tool  could  be 
unloaded.  About  some  documents,  a  series  of  useful  information  came 
supplied for being able to place them inside the process without to make 
mistakes. About others, instead, for example which professional figure had to 
write up it  or in which phase it had to be used, did not come specified. The 
lack of these information has created difficulties because it could provoke the 
escape of the deal from the process. In fact the lacked presentation of a 
tool in one of various phases, in which the Group leader must approve the 
business opportunity,   it can compromise the acquisition of a new customer 
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with consequent  losses both of  economic nature and of  image.   Also the 
innovation of the Sale Process has been an element that it  has provoked 
difficulty to the drawing up. In fact I have had to work in complete autonomy 
because the greater part of the information that I was recovering from the 
portal, were disowned  to the team that takes care of the sales. In order to 
exceed these problems I have participated to telephone call with Manager of 
the Business Development of the company organized from representatives of 
the Accenture Group, during which I could collect the useful information for 
my job. Other times, instead, I took the liberty to take decisions in absolute 
autonomy because by  now I  had comprised the logic  on which  the Sale 
Process is based and therefore I was able to make choices without aids.
 This process allows to Accenture HR Services to align itself to the strategies 
of the Group to world-wide level.  In future the Company will be able to feel 
the requirement to modify these strategies in order to adapt itself or in order 
to  even anticipate  the  evolution of  the  market  in  which  works,  in  way to 
maintain or to improve its competitiveness.  Consequently it  will  be found 
forced  to  change  some  aspects  of  the  current  process.  Therefore  this 
procedure  must  not  be  considered  definitive,  but  consequently  to  the 
changes  endured  from the  process,  will  be  able  to  have  need  of  some 
reviews.
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